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YOUNG ADULT

THE SECRET OF A HEART NOTE by Stacey Lee
Ages 13 and up, 380 pages, Pub 12/2016
A SCENTsational novel about a teen aroma-expert who uses her extraordinary sense of smell to help others fall in love –
while protecting her own heart at all costs – perfect for fans of Lauren Myracle and Maureen Johnson.
“Most people don’t know that heartache smells like blueberries. It’s not the only scent, but it’s the main one, and if
someone comes to us smelling like blueberry pie, Mother and I turn them away. The heartbroken need time to heal
before we can work our magic.”
As one of only two aromateurs left on the planet, 15-year-old Mimosa knows what her future holds: a lifetime of using
her extraordinary sense of smell to mix elixirs that help others fall in love. All while remaining incurably alone.
For Mim, the rules are clear; falling in love would render her nose useless, taking away her one great talent. Still,
Mimosa dreams of a normal, high school life, complete with free time and a boy to kiss. When she accidentally gives an
elixir to the wrong woman and has to rely on the school soccer star to help fix the situation, she quickly begins to realize
that falling in love is not always a choice. It is a calling.
At once, hopeful, funny, and romantic, Stacey Lee’s The Secret of a Heart Note is a richly evocative coming-of-age story
that speaks to all of the senses.

EMOTIONAL CORE WITH A TOUCH OF MAGICAL REALISM: Resonating with the demand for both contemporary and
magical realism, Mim’s search for self-fulfillment, love, and a sense of identity will truly speak to teen readers.
CLEAN TEEN ROMANCE: With the call for clean teen reads, The Secret of a Heart Note perfectly fills a hole in the
market, conveying the thrills of love without anything more explicit than a kiss.
CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED WRITING: Stacey garnered two starred reviews from Publisher’s Weekly and Kirkus for her
debut historical fiction novel, Under a Painted Sky, which was also a Barnes & Noble Most-Anticipated YA Debut of
2015.

Stacey Lee is a founding member of WeNeedDiverseBooks. As a fourth generation
Californian, she graduated from UCLA then got her law degree at UC Davis King Hall. After
discovering her synesthetic ability to smell musical notes, she dabbled in natural
perfumery, collected over one hundred bottled botanicals (her favorite is clary sage), and
found the inspiration to write this novel. Stacey plays classical piano and lives with her
husband and two children in Southern California. She is the author of the YA historical
fiction novels, Under a Painted Sky and Outrun the Moon (Putnam).
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AS I DESCENDED by Robin Talley
Ages 14 and up, 336 pages, Pub 9/2016
A creepy, modern day YA take on Macbeth featuring a diverse cast of characters.
Maria Lyon and Lily Boiten are their school’s ultimate power couple – even if no one knows it but them.
Only one thing stands between them and their perfect future: campus superstar Delilah Dufrey. Golden child
Delilah is a legend at the exclusive Acheron Academy, and the presumptive winner of the distinguished Cawdor
Kingsley Prize. She runs the school, and if she chose, she could blow up Maria and Lily’s whole world with a pointed
look, or a carefully placed word.
But what Delilah does not know is that Lily and Maria are willing to do anything – absolutely anything – to make
their dreams come true. And the first step is unseating Delilah for the Kingsley Prize. The full scholarship, awarded
to Maria, will lock in her attendance at Stanford and four more years in a shared dorm room with Lily.
Maria and Lily will stop at nothing to ensure their victory – including harnessing the dark power long rumored to be
present on the former plantation that houses their school. But when feuds turn to fatalities, and madness begins to
blur the distinction between what is real and what is imagined, the girls must decide where they draw the line.
From acclaimed author Robin Talley comes a Shakespeare-inspired story of revenge and redemption, where fair is
foul, and foul is fair.

DIVERSE, FRESH RETELLING: With the addition of LGBT protagonists and a running theme of racial discourse, this is
a Macbeth retelling perfect for 2016.
CREEPY, MYSTERIOUS WRITING: Robin’s prose is just on the right side of scary – even for those familiar with
Macbeth, the twists and turns will surprise. Hints of the supernatural blend perfectly with the girls’ descent into
madness, and the effect is chilling and completely engaging.
EXPERIENCED, ACCLAIMED AUTHOR: Robin’s two books with Harlequin Teen have garnered tons of praise and
recognition, and she is an expert at discussing the sometimes difficult themes she tackles in her books. She is a
great advocate for her books and has a loyal following already.
Robin Talley loves Shakespeare and hates being scared. She always covers her eyes during horror
movies, and she keeps trying to explain to her wife why she is sure their house is haunted. (Her
wife is not so easily convinced.) Robin’s previous books include What We Left Behind and 2015
Lambda Literary Award finalist Lies We Tell Ourselves. She lives with her family in Washington,
D.C. You can find her on the web at www.robintalley.com.
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PUSHING PERFECT by Michelle Falkoff
Ages 13 and up, 336 pages, Pub 10/2016
A girl’s quest for perfection results in dangerous consequences in this smart, suspenseful YA novel by the
author of Playlist for the Dead.
How far would you go to be perfect? Kara has the perfect life. She gets perfect grades. She has perfect
skin. She never messes up. Until now. Because perfection is an illusion, and Kara has been struggling to
maintain it for as long as she can remember. With so much pressure to succeed, it is hard not to do
whatever it takes.
But when Kara takes a new underground drug to help her ace the SATs, she does not expect to get a text
from a blocked sender, telling her to follow a set of mysterious instructions – or risk her dark secret getting
out. Suddenly, the one thing Kara thought would save her future is threatening to destroy it.
Soon, she finds herself part of a group of teens with secrets of their own, who are all under the thumb of
the same anonymous texter. And if they do not find a way to stop the blackmailer, their perfect futures will
go up in flames.
GRIPPING AND UNUSUAL: Michelle Falkoff has a talent for getting to the heart of teen insecurities, and
once again she tackles a perennial subject—the struggle to live up to people’s expectations—with a fresh
and unique twist.
GOOD KIDS DOING BAD THINGS: In the tradition of The Secret History and Special Topics in Calamity
Physics, this book is layered and morally complex, a realistic exploration of a group of teens caught in the
struggle between right and wrong while living up to the unrealistic expectations of a high pressure society.
FROM THE MIND OF A BESTSELLING AUTHOR: This book comes to us from packager Spilled Ink
Productions, which was founded by #1 New York Times bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz.

Michelle Falkoff is the author of Playlist for the Dead. Her fiction and
reviews have been published in ZYZZYVA, DoubleTake, and the Harvard
Review, among other places. She is a graduate of the Iowa Writers’
Workshop and currently serves as Director of Communication and Legal
Reasoning at Northwestern University School of Law. Visit her online at
www.michellefalkoff.com.
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THE BOOMERANG EFFECT by Gordon Jack
Ages 14 and up, 288 pages, Pub 9/2016
Gordon Jack’s hilarious YA debut explores the meaning of friendship and loyalty, and also why you should
avoid being trapped in a small space with an angry chicken. Perfect for fans of Andrew Smith’s Winger and
Frank Portman’s King Dork.
For Lawrence Barry, high school is absurd. There is the devout cheerleader who wants to save his soul, the
Goth girl who wants to eat his soul, and his supposed friends, who want him to forget about his soul and just
smoke up and party. Even worse, there is Principal Stone, who has been out to get Lawrence and gives him an
ultimatum: Lawrence must join the mentorship program or be shipped off to reform school.

This is how Lawrence becomes a mentor to Spencer Knudsen.Spencer, a Norwegian exchange student with
the social skills of the Periodic Table, clearly needs Lawrence’s help, before he is stuffed into a locker along
with his rolling backpack and his violin case.
But the more Lawrence tries to teach Spencer the ways of the high school world, the more Lawrence realizes
that he has put a lot into their relationship, and what he is getting in return is even more unexpected. He has
not started a Jell-O fight or caused an explosion in science class in months, and he is even hanging out with a
Renaissance Fair maiden and using math and logic. Sometimes. Is it possible that he set out to teach Spencer
the ways of high school – but Spencer may actually know more than Lawrence?
DEBUT TALENT: Gordon Jack’s irreverent YA debut is the first of two standalones we have signed with him.
The second is scheduled for Fall 17. With an irreverent voice reminiscent of books like Winger, King Dork, and
Me and Earl and the Dying Girl, Gordon Jack is an author to watch.
COMING OF AGE: Lawrence’s alleged friends just want him to party and smoke pot all the time, but as
Lawrence spends more and more time with Spencer, and a girl he meets while LARPing (Live Action Role
Playing), he begins to see that he wants more from his life.
CRAZY SUPPORTING CAST: From the beautiful Renaissance Fair maiden to the demon spawn Goth chick, the
supporting cast is every bit as hilarious and absurd as the rest of the story. Readers will recognize certain
characters from their own high school.

Gordon Jack is a high school librarian and lives in San Francisco with his family. The
Boomerang Effect is his first novel. You can visit him online at www.gordon-jack.com
and on Twitter @gordojack.
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THE STRANGER GAME by Cylin Busby
Ages 13 and up, 352 pages, Pub 10/2016
The Stranger Game is a dark, suspenseful, and twisty YA novel about fifteen-year-old Nico Walker, who
questions whether the girl who has returned home after a three-year disappearance is really her sister.
Although she would never admit it, Nico Walker was somewhat relieved when her older sister Sarah
disappeared three years ago. After all, Sarah had always been very abusive toward Nico. So while Nico’s
parents did everything they could to find their missing daughter, Nico settled into life as an only child.
Then years later, the impossible happens: Sarah is found, safe and sound, at a youth center in another state
and returned to her family. Nico is not sure how to feel. Even though she is no longer the girl her sister once
brutally criticized – she lost her baby fat and gained some popularity – she is far from ready to suffer her
sister’s torture again. However, Nico is surprised to discover that Sarah has also changed a lot since her
disappearance. Her retrograde amnesia has caused her to forget almost everything about her family, friends,
and herself – and perhaps the biggest thing she has forgotten is how much she once hated Nico.
But as the weeks pass, Nico notices more differences between this Sarah and the one that went missing.
Clothes that do not fit Sarah anymore. Scars she never had. Everyone is quick to ignore these changes, but
something feels off to Nico. As much as she wants to believe that Sarah is her sister, she cannot shake the
suspicion that there may be a stranger living in their house….
GONE GIRL FOR TEENS: Not only is The Stranger Game a breathless and genuinely creepy read but also like
Gone Girl it has an unreliable narrator in Nico. Plus it has a shocking ending you will never see coming!
BASED ON ACTUAL EVENTS: Cylin was inspired to write this book after reading about a 1997 case of a young
French confidence trickster, who claimed to a grieving Texas family that he was their sixteen-year-old son
who had been missing for three years.

Cylin Busby is the author of numerous articles and several teen books, including
the acclaimed memoir The Year We Disappeared and the novel Blink Once. A
former editor with Teen magazine, she now lives in Los Angeles with her family.
You can visit her online at www.cylinbusby.com.
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BLOOD, BULLETS, AND BONES by Bridget Hoes
Ages 14 and up, 272 pages, Pub 10/2016
Blood, Bullets, and Bones is a is gritty and engrossing nonfiction book for teens and tweens about the history of forensic
science.
A woman is suspected of poisoning twenty-one people, including her family.
Fifteen men steal a huge sum of money from a moving British train.
Mobsters massacre a rival gang with machine guns.
These crimes may seem to be ripped from the pages of a novel, but they are very real – and they were all solved using
forensic science.
Ever since the introduction of DNA testing, forensic science has been brought to the forefront of the public’s
imagination, especially because of popular television shows like CSI: Crime Scene Investigation. But in reality, forensic
analysis has been practiced for thousands of years. Ancient Chinese detectives studied dead bodies for signs of foul
play, and officials used crime scene photography and criminal profiling to investigate the Jack the Ripper murders. Since
then, forensic science has evolved to use the most cutting-edge, innovative techniques and technologies.
In this book, acclaimed author Bridget Heos uses real-life case examples to tell the fascinating history of modern
forensic science, from the first test for arsenic poisoning in the 1700s to fingerprinting, firearm and blood spatter
analysis, DNA evidence, and all the important milestones in between. By turns captivating and shocking, Blood, Bullets,
and Bones shows the essential role forensic science has played in our criminal justice system.
HUGELY POPULAR TOPIC: Crime scene television shows like “CSI” and its various spin-offs dominate the ratings charts,
and more and more schools are adding forensic science to their curriculum and fielding CSI teams, competitions, and
clubs. The time is ripe to publish a book on this topic.
INNOVATIVE APPROACH: Most of the forensic science books that have been published for kids are activity or fact
books. Bridget combines her engaging, often witty voice with a more narrative approach, using case studies to tell the
story of modern forensic science. We feel this book could really fill a hole in the trade market.
FEATURING TONS OF PHOTOS: Blood, Bullets, and Bones is chock-full of amazing photos of crime scenes, famous killers
and detectives, forensic science techniques, and more. It is going to be a very visual, compelling book.
Bridget Heos is the author of more than seventy nonfiction children’s titles, including Stronger Than Steel: Spider Silk
DNA and the Quest for Better Bulletproof Vests, Sutures, and Parachute Rope, which was a Junior Library Guild
selection, and It’s Getting Hot in Here: The Past, Present, and Future of Global Warming. She also wrote eight picture
books, including the Children’s Choice Finalist Mustache Baby. Bridget lives in Kansas City with her husband and four
children. You can visit her online at www.authorbridgetheos.com.
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THE FIXES by Owen Matthews
Ages 14 and up, 528 pages, Pub 11/2016
A group of uber-wealthy teens embark on a series of increasingly destructive pranks in this Gossip Girlesque wicked drama.

Eric Connelly is crumbling under the weight of his dad’s expectations. He cannot seem to live up to the
“Connelly Man” standards – but when he meets the mysterious, free-spirited Jordan Grant, his dad’s rules
seem so much less important than they used to.
Jordan and Eric – now “E”– join up with two of the most popular girls in school to combat their rich-kid
boredom by cruising their beachside hometown of Capilano. But as Jordan seduces E further into this
depraved life, the group starts to kill time in more nefarious ways.
It is Jordan who escalates the Pack’s dares from mostly harmless jaunts like joyrides in boosted cars and
Bling Ring-style luxury shoplifting sprees into more violent activities. Eric is intoxicated by this new
freedom and by Jordan’s attention, and he is swept up in the Pack’s activities, even as Paige and Haley
start to have reservations about what they have been doing. When Jordan starts talking big – can E help
him build a bomb, he wonders? – E must decide if he is too far down the rabbit hole to back out now.
FRESH, UNIQUE WRITING STYLE: Owen plays with word and sentence placement on the page, making the
chapters short, breezy, and easy to read.
IRREVERENT AND FUN: The Suicide Pack themselves have very little to offer by way of morals – they do
what they want and don’t care about what happens to anyone else. As in Gossip Girl, it’s a thrill to read
about their shocking exploits. If Andrew Smith is the Kurt Vonnegut of YA, Owen Matthews is the Brett
Easton Ellis.
BOY AND GIRL APPEAL: The mix of male and female members of the Pack keep this accessible for all
readers, and though the protagonist and love interest are both male, the two main female characters have
fully-formed, fascinating stories of their own.

Owen Matthews was raised on rap music and violent video games. He is a
graduate of the University of British Columbia’s Creative Writing program
and has worked on fishing boats and in casinos all over the world, and
currently writes critically-acclaimed crime thrillers under a secret identity. A
fan of fast cars and sugary breakfast cereals, Matthews lives in Vancouver,
Canada.
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FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDY’S : THE SILVER EYES by Scott Cawthon
Ages 14 and up, 384 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 1 of 3

Based off the video game sensation, Five Nights at Freddy’s, comes a teen horror novel about the
animatronic characters that come to life and wreak havoc at Freddy’s restaurant, written by debut
author and Five Nights at Freddy’s creator Scott Cawthon. The Silver Eyes is the first in the Five
Nights at Freddy’s three-book series.
Ten years after the horrific murders that left her town reeling, Charlie returns home to reunite with
her childhood best friends. But she learns that the site of the crimes, her father’s restaurant, Freddy
Fazbear’s Pizza, is still standing. Charlie and her friends cannot resist sneaking in to snoop around.
It is not long before the kids are trapped and Freddy’s original animatronic animals they used to love
have turned on them. The kids are going to have to keep their wits about them and use all their
combined strengths if they are going to survive the night!
In Scott Cawthon’s debut teen horror novel based off his sensational video game, Five Nights at
Freddy’s, Freddy Fazbear, Bonnie, Chica, and Foxy prove that terror can come from the most
unlikely of places – and leave a haunting impact.
BASED OFF A VIDEO GAME SENSATION: Scott Cawthon created this game independently in 2014
and it has since garnered more than 10 million paid downloads worldwide. The series has had 16.3
billion YouTube views across more than 900,000 fan-made videos.

NOT FINAL COVER
SELF-PUB EDITION

A COMMITTED DEBUT AUTHOR: Scott Cawthon is the creator of the Five Nights at Freddy’s video
game and knows his chilling world inside and out. His expertise in the design and depiction of his
characters is reflected in the well-developed world of The Silver Eyes.
ALREADY A SUCCESS: The Silver Eyes was first a best-selling self-published success.
BIG SCREEN POSSIBILITIES: Warner Brothers has acquired the rights to develop a Five Nights at
Freddy’s movie and are planning to bring Cawthon’s terrifyingly captivating animatronic animals to
the big screen.
Scott Cawthon is the developer, designer, and animator of the video game sensation Five Nights at
Freddy’s. He lives in Salado, TX with his family. Five Nights at Freddy’s: The Silver Eyes is his first
book.
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FROST LIKE NIGHT by Sara Raasch
Ages 14 and up, 352 pages, Pub 10/2016

Book 3 of 3

Game of Thrones meets Graceling in this striking fantasy tale of dark magic, dangerous politics, and discovering your
true self – the final book in the Snow Like Ashes series.
Angra is alive, his Decay is spreading – and no one is safe. Meira will do anything to save her world. With Angra trying to
break through her mental defenses, she desperately needs to learn to control her own magic – so when the leader of a
mysterious Order from Paisly offers to teach her, Meira jumps at the chance. But the true solution to stopping the Decay
lies in a labyrinth deep beneath the Season Kingdoms. To defeat Angra, Meira will have to enter the labyrinth, destroy
the very magic she is learning to control – and make the biggest sacrifice of all.

Mather will do anything to save his queen. He needs to rally the Children of the Thaw, find Meira – and finally tell her
how he really feels. But with a plan of attack that leaves no kingdom unscathed and a major betrayal within their ranks,
winning the war – and protecting Meira – slips farther and farther out of reach.
Ceridwen will do anything to save her people. Angra had her brother killed, stole her kingdom, and made her a prisoner.
But when she is freed by an unexpected ally who reveals a shocking truth behind Summer’s slave trade, Ceridwen must
take action to save her true love and her kingdom, even if it costs her what little she has left.
As Angra unleashes the Decay on the world, Meira, Mather, and Ceridwen must bring the kingdoms of Primoria
together…or lose everything.
SHOCKING TWISTS: Readers will be shocked by the incredible intrigue and betrayal throughout the novel. In each of her
books, Sara Raasch has upended readers’ expectations with heart-stopping twists and turns. From romantic
complications to political treachery, and lies from the people Meira loves most, Sara pulls no punches.
COMPLEX AND WINNING ROMANCE: Will Meira and Mather finally happen? Or will Theron come back to steal Meira’s
heart? Whether they’re Team Mather or Team Theron, romance fans will surely fall for the compelling and heartpounding romances in Frost Like Night. Sara Raasch gives the classic love triangle a new twist, anchoring it with a
protagonist full of strength, agency, and passion.
KICK-ASS FEMALE PROTAGONIST: Meira is a fierce and witty chakram-wielding warrior and an astute spy—and now
Queen of Winter. She is dangerous, underestimated, and overlooked, which allows her to surprise her enemies. Her
prowess and powers make her an admirable heroine.
Sara Raasch has known she was destined for bookish things since the age of five, when her friends
had a lemonade stand and she tagged along to sell her hand-drawn picture books. Not much has
changed since then: her friends still cock concerned eyebrows when she attempts to draw things, and
her enthusiasm for the written word still drives her to extreme measures. She is also the author of
Snow Like Ashes and Ice Like Fire.
Rights sold: French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Indonesian, Spanish, Turkish
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Published by HC Holland and Brazil

A MILLION WORLDS WITH YOU by Claudia Gray
Ages 14 and up, 336 pages, Pub 11/2016

Book 3 of 3

The fate of the multiverse rests in Marguerite Caine’s hands in the final installation of New York Times bestselling
author Claudia Gray’s Firebird trilogy.
Marguerite has been at the center of a cross-dimensional feud since she first traveled to another universe using her
parents’ invention, the Firebird. Only now has she learned the true plans of the evil Triad Corporation – and that those
plans could spell doom for dozens or hundreds of universes, each facing total annihilation.
Even though Paul Markov has always been at Marguerite’s side, the Triad’s last attack has left him a changed man, and
he may never be the same again. So it is up to Marguerite alone to stop the destruction of the multiverse. Billions of
lives are at stake. The risks have never been higher. And Triad has unleashed its ultimate weapon: another
dimension’s Marguerite – wicked psychologically twisted, and always one step ahead.
In the epic conclusion to Claudia Gray’s Firebird trilogy, fate and family will be questioned, loves will be won and lost,
and the multiverse will be forever changed. It is a battle of the Marguerites . . . and only one can win.
FASCINATING PREMISE: Readers will love imagining different versions of their own worlds and what their multiple
dimensions would look like as Marguerite tumbles through hers.
TANTALIZING ROMANCE: With a steamy love triangle-betrayal, passion, and lots of brooding – readers are
guaranteed to swoon. It’s Claudia Gray at her best!

THE DESTINY QUESTION: Certain things that happen in one dimension will happen over and over, in different ways,
which will have readers questioning if there is truly only one soul mate.
BESTSELLING AUTHOR WITH CROSSOVER APPEAL: Claudia Gray is the bestselling author of the Evernight series, and
the New York Times bestselling Star Wars book Lost Stars. It is clear she knows what teens want to read, but she writes
with a sophistication that will appeal to adults as well.
BOOKSELLER LOVE: Ten Thousand Skies Above You was chosen as a Winter 2015-2016 Kids’ Indie Next List “Inspired
Recommendations for Kids from Indie Booksellers.” Indie excitement is the best excitement and we are happy they
will be rooting for this series along with us!
Claudia Gray, the pseudonym of New Orleans–based writer Amy Vincent, is the
author of the New York Times bestselling Evernight series. She has worked as a
lawyer, a journalist, a disc jockey, and an extremely poor waitress. Visit her online
at www.claudiagray.com.
Rights sold: Chinese Complex, Spanish

Published by HC Holland, Italy, and Brazil
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AVENGED By E.E. Cooper
Ages 14 and up, 320 pages, Pub 11/2016

Book 2 of 2

Pretty Little Liars meets Gone Girl in the absorbing conclusion to E.E. Cooper’s psychological suspense
duology about friendship, deception, jealousy, and love. Avenged is the sequel to Vanished.
Kalah knows someone murdered Beth. She also knows that ever since Brit came back to town, she has been
using sweet lies and fake tears to hide something.
But no one in a million years will believe Kalah. Not her parents. Not Kalah’s ex-boyfriend Zach. And
especially not the cops now that all evidence has been destroyed. Beth’s case is closed but Kalah’s broken
heart wants revenge.
Desperate to crack Brit’s perfect alibi, she pretends to be Brit’s best friend so she can unravel the dark and
twisted truth. But as Kalah connects the pieces of the seemingly-pretty puzzle Brit and Beth left behind,
Kalah forgets to be careful. Putting Beth’s murderer behind bars becomes an ugly obsession that could cost
Kalah her life.
E.E. Cooper lives in Vancouver with her husband and a very spoiled dog
GONE GIRL MEETS PRETTY LITTLE LIARS: This high-stakes, guessing-game of a series will thrill fans of
mysterious disappearances and twisted murder mysteries. As Booklist says, “Fans of Sara Shepard’s Pretty
Little Liars series will find it right up their alley.”
CONTEMPORARY REALISTIC TAKEDOWN BOOK: An engrossing page-turner, this contemporary duology has
drama and romance with a bite as our main narrator pretends to be the murderer’s best friend in order to
destroy her.
WINNING PRAISE FOR VANISHED:
“Emotionally nuanced…and a genuinely chilling mystery. An impressive blend of suspense and insight.”
— Kirkus
“This novel tackles themes of friendship, deception, obsession, and love. With early hints of John Green’s
Paper Towns that slowly morph into Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl, this work is recommended for dedicated
readers of realistic fiction.”
— School Library Journal
Published by HC Germany
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YOUNG ADULT
UK/ANZ ONLY

THE CAT KING OF HAVANA by Tom Crosshill
Ages 13 and up, 320 pages, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

Tom Crosshill’s smart and witty debut treads a colorful coming-of-age journey from New York City to Havana, featuring
dance parties, unrequited love, and catrobatics. Think Silver Linings Playbook but in Cuba with cat videos.
Rick Gutierrez is . . . the Cat King of Havana! A cat-video tycoon turned salsa-dancer extraordinaire, he will take Cuba by
storm, romance the girl of his dreams, and ignite a lolcat revolution! At least that’s the plan.
It all starts when his girlfriend dumps Rick on his sixteenth birthday for uploading cat videos from his bedroom when he
should be out experiencing the real world. Known as “That Cat Guy” at school, Rick is not cool and he knows it. He
realizes it’s time for a change.
Rick decides joining a salsa class is the answer . . . because of a girl, of course. Ana Cabrera is smart, friendly, and
smooth on the dance floor. Rick might be half-Cuban, but he dances like a drunk hippo. Desperate to impress Ana, he
invites her to spend the summer in Havana. The official reason: learning to dance. The hidden agenda: romance under
the palm trees.
Except Cuba is not all sun, salsa, and music. There is a darker side to the island. As Rick and Ana meet his family and
investigate the reason why his mother left Cuba decades ago, they learn that politics isn’t just something that happens
to other people. And when they find romance, it’s got sharp edges.
FRESH VOICE, EXCITING DEBUT AUTHOR: Fans of John Corey Whaley, Andrew Smith, and Matthew Quick will find a
new whip-smart voice to love in Tom Crosshill, a perfect blend of hilarious wit and sharp writing.
ALL ABOUT THE READ: Tom’s funny, accessible style invites you in only to discover deep literary layers and authentic
characters you will want to read all over again.

ROMANCE THAT WILL MAKE YOU DANCE: Even if you don’t know salsa from pesto, the dancing in this book turns up
the romance as Rick and Ana burn up the dance floor. But love is very complicated.
CATS, CATS, CATS!: The world, the internet, and our publishing industry love cats. There are lolcats, cat videos, and
catrobatics to make our feline fanatics very happy.

Translation rights held by:
Erin Murphy Literary Agency
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Tom Crosshill is an award-winning author, public speaker, and salsa teacher. Originally from
Latvia, he moved to the US as a teen and now lives wherever his adventures take him. A black
belt in aikido, he has operated a nuclear reactor, worked on Wall Street, and toiled in a
Japanese zinc mine, among other things. On a chance trip to Havana, Tom fell in love with
salsa. After years of study with the world’s top dancers and several long stays in Cuba, he
wrote this debut novel. You can visit him online at tomcrosshill.com.

GAMESCAPE: OVERWORLD by Emma Trevayne
Ages 13 and up, 496 pages, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY
Book 1 of 2

A dying boy on a dying planet plays a dangerous, complicated, and addictive video game that could save his
life – if it doesn’t kill him first. For fans of Orson Scott Card and Brandon Sanderson.
In a futuristic version of Earth, the world is run by a company that produces an addictive virtual reality game
called Nova. Everyone plays Nova. Defeating the levels is how you earn enough points for clothes, food, even
medical attention.
Miguel Anderson is good at Nova. In fact, he is better than anyone he knows. He spends all his free time
playing, hoping to reach Level 25. At Level 25 you can pick any prize you want – and Miguel needs a new
biometric heart.
When the Gamerunners announce a worldwide competition launching a new version of their game with
untold prizes, Miguel knows he has to enter. Chosen as one of the lucky contestants and given a team to
help him defeat the levels – including a distracting female gamer named Leah – Miguel must beat the odds
and win the game before his heart gives out.
But when Miguel cheats his way through the final round, he and Leah accidentally uncover the dangerous
truth behind Nova and are thrust into a nexus of evil and corruption they had no idea existed.
A fast-paced sci-fi adventure perfect for fans of Brandon Sanderson and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game.
STRIKING WORLD BUILDING: Trevayne reveals each level of the game with an expert hand, until the game
feels as tangible as reality itself.
GRIPPING ACTION AND ADVENTURE: Miguel’s race against his own failing body raises the stakes as he and
his team solve puzzles, defeat monsters, and claw their way through the game’s virtual world.
Translation rights held by:
The Bent Agency

COMPARE TO: Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game , M.T. Anderson’s Feed and James Dashner’s The Eye of the
Minds .
Emma Trevayne is a full-time writer. She is an avid music collector, a lover of computer code languages, and
a photographer. She has lived in Canada, England, and America.
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GIRL MANS UP by M-E Girard
Ages 14 and up, 320 pages, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

Like Julie Ann Peters (Keeping You a Secret) Girl Mans Up is a totally engrossing portrayal of a gay teen’s coming
of age. Pen is only comfortable dressing like a boy, but it’s confusing to her friends and unacceptable to her
family. And then one day she meets Blake, and little by little, it all begins to make sense.

Pen Oliviera is sort of chunky, an amazing gamer, and a girl. Mistaken for a boy in restaurants, bathrooms, and
everywhere else – all she wants is to be the kind of girl she is.
Pen is used to catching hell for looking and acting like a boy – especially from her parents – but in the Canadian
suburbs where she lives, there’s nowhere to escape to. No Greenwich Village. No Castro. No LGBT club at
school. No one to talk to, either. Her pal Colby, from two doors down, gave Pen respect from the first time he
met her playing hockey when they were small, but Colby has become conflicted about Pen’s value to him, and
he’s really nasty. Lucky for Pen--she’s met Blake--also a gamer, and a girl who Pen says, “wins everything.” Can
Pen manage to respect Colby’s “loyalty code” even though his jealousy of her has become cruel and toxic? Pen
has to MAN UP and figure it out.
LGBT APPEAL: Girl Mans Up is perfect for a market craving books about teens with different backgrounds and
lifestyles. Pen’s queer identity takes center stage, but her challenges of growing up with Portuguese immigrant
parents play heavily in the story as well.
CROSSOVER APPEAL: M-E’s dialogue is so startlingly true-to-life, it feels like you’re right there in the room with
the characters. Teens will feel understood while adults get an incredible window into issues they don’t often
understand: There’s gaming talk, awkward silences with friends, and downright upsetting arguments with
parents. This is a teen’s world made real on the page.
GROUNDBREAKING STORY FROM A PROMOTABLE YOUNG AUTHOR: M-E is young, outspoken, and an expert
on gender identity issues. She is an incredibly hard worker, and game to do whatever it takes to make her book
successful. She is involved in the LGBT writers community, was a Lambda Fellow, and is a member of SCBWI.

Translation rights held by:
The Jennifer DeChiara Literary Agency
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M-E Girard is a Canadian writer of contemporary fiction -- mostly
young adult fiction, sometimes new adult fiction, usually queer fiction,
and always about girls. Girl Mans Up is her debut novel. M-E was a
fellow of the 2013 and 2015 Lambda Writers Retreat for Emerging
LGBT Voices. Her writing has appeared in Plenitude Magazine. M-E is a
member of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators and
the Writers’ Community of Durham Region. You can visit M-E online at
www.megirard.com, on Twitter (@ME_Girard), or on Instagram
(@m_e_girard).

GEORGIA PEACHES AND OTHER FORBIDDEN FRUIT by Jaye Robin Brown
Ages 14 and up, 288 pages, Pub 11/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

Joanna meets the perfect girl for her and must decide whether to break a promise or lose out on love in this
charming romance from the author of No Place to Fall.
Joanna has never hid the fact that she is gay, despite her dad being a famous radio evangelist. In fact, he has always
supported her. Well, at least back in Atlanta. Now Jo’s dad has married wife number three, and they have all moved
to small-town (and small-minded) Rome, Georgia. And, hoping it will help them settle in to their new home, Jo’s dad
asks her to pretend to be straight for the rest of her senior year – and Jo reluctantly agrees.
Once Jo rebrands herself, she notices life is a little bit easier for a straight girl. Her new stepfamily welcomes her with
open arms. And she even gets in with the popular crowd at school, which is where she meets Mary Carlson, the
ultimate temptation.
Even though Jo knows Mary Carlson is completely off-limits, she just can’t get her out of her mind. But Jo could not
possibly think of breaking her promise to her dad. Even if Jo’s starting to fall for Mary Carlson. Even if there’s a
chance Mary Carlson might be interested in her, too. Right? It might just take a miracle for Jo to get through senior
year.
UNIQUE SPIN ON A COMING OUT STORY: This is not your typical coming out story. Jo is already out to her parents
and the rest of the world and decides to hide that part of herself to make fitting in to a smaller, more devout town
easier for her family—and she struggles with the fact that it makes it easier for her too. With a light-hearted
approach, this novel ultimately tackles the question of whether or not you can you be a queer teen and still hang on
to your faith.
DELECTABLE ROMANCE: *Spoiler alert* Mary Carlson and Joanna get together, and they have such incredible
chemistry. From the moment they meet to their very first kiss, the sexual tension between them is so palpable. Jaye
Robin Brown crafts their swoon-worthy romance with the perfect combination of sweet and sexy.

Translation rights held by:
Janklow & Nesbit Associates

COMPLEX AND DIVERSE CAST OF CHARACTERS: Jaye complements her paramours with a fully-realized cast of
characters who are richly layered and compelling in their own right—from Jo’s stepmother, who might not be as
small-minded as Jo initially fears, to Barnum, Mary Carlson’s developmentally challenged brother, who is nuanced
and given real agency throughout the story.

Jaye Robin Brown is the author of No Place to Fall. She lives in the mountains of Western
North Carolina and teaches art at a public high school.
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UK/ANZ Only
Continuing Series

LIKE A RIVER GLORIOUS
by Rae Carson
Book 2 of 2
Ages 13 and up, 432 pages, Pub 9/2016

AERIE
by Maria Dahvana Headley
Book 2 of 2
Ages 13 and up, 496 pages, Pub 10/2016

The sequel to the New York Times Bestseller and
National Book Award Longlist title Walk on Earth a
Stranger. Leah Westfall is kidnapped and forced into
slave labor deep in the California gold mines. An epic
fantasy complete with magic, romance, and an
incredible heroine, by the acclaimed Rae Carson.

The sweeping sequel to Magonia follows Aza as she
grapples between the world she’s chosen and the
world she’s destined to return to.

Translation rights held by:
The Waxman Agency
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Translation rights held by:
The Gernert Company

MIDDLE GRADE

LOCK AND KEY: THE INITIATION by Ridley Pearson
Ages 8 – 12, 320 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 1 of 3

Mystery and adventure abound in this radically reimagined origin story told from the perspective of the rivalry
between Sherlock Holmes and the greatest villain of all time, James Moriarty.
In the pantheon of literature’s more impressive villains, Sherlock Holmes’s greatest nemesis, James Moriarty, stands
alone. As Sir Arthur Conan Doyle describes him in the classic tale “The Final Solution,” Moriarty is a genius, a
philosopher, and a spider in the center of its web. He is the Napolean of crime - and now, for the first-time ever, New
York Times bestselling novelist Ridley Pearson explores the origins of his evil ways.
Our story begins when James and his younger sister Moira are unceremoniously sent off to boarding school, to
Baskerville Academy. It is not a fate either want or welcome - but generations of Moriarty men have graduated from
Baskerville’s hallowed halls. And so too must James. And it is at Baskerville that James is first paired with a rather
unexpected roommate – Sherlock Holmes. The two do not get along, almost instantly, but when the school’s heirloom
bible goes missing and cryptic notes with disconcerting clues start finding their way into James’s hands, the two boys
decide that they must work together to solve a mystery so fraught with peril, it will change both their lives forever!
It is another seat-of-your-pants mystery from the best-selling author of Peter and the Starcatchers and The Kingdom
Keepers, Ridley Pearson.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Ridley Pearson has been on the New York Times Bestseller’s list for both the
Peter and the Starcatchers series and the Kingdom Keepers series. He is also a rockstar adult author. His novel The
Diary of Ellen Rimbauer, a prequel to a Stephen King miniseries, was a New York Times #1 bestseller.
SHERLOCK HOLMES IS STILL WILDLY POPULAR AND RELEVANT IN THE MEDIA: Sherlock-inspired television shows such
as Elementary on CBS and Sherlock on BBC have given the classic series a renewed popularity. Sherlock Holmes and
Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows, starring Jude Law and Robert Downey Jr., have both topped the box office in
their releases.
AN EXCITING INTRODUCTION: This series is a thrilling and informative introduction to the legendary Sherlock Holmes,
perfect for middle grade readers. Parents who are fans of Sherlock Holmes will be excited to share their love of Arthur
Conan Doyle’s classic series.
Ridley Pearson, the first American to be awarded the Raymond Chandler/Fulbright Fellowship
in Detective Fiction at Wadham College, Oxford University, is the bestselling author of the
Peter and the Starcatchers series, The Kingdom Keepers series, and two dozen adult, crime
novels. Pearson has a rare combination of being an author of successful crime novels and
middle grade series. He can write action/adventure, bring a group of kids to life, and build an
air of mystery. What’s more, his novel The Diary Of Ellen Rimbauer, a prequel to a Stephen
King miniseries, was a New York Times #1 bestseller.
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GOING WILD by Lisa McMann
Ages 8 – 12, 304 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 1 of 3

Spider-Man meets Animorphs in this epic middle grade series from Lisa McMann, New York Times bestselling author of
The Unwanteds series!
The speed of a cheetah.
The strength of an elephant.
The healing of a starfish.
The climbing ability of a gecko.
The echolocation of a bat.
Charlie Wilde knew her life would change when she moved halfway across the country, but she had no idea how right
she really was. One day, she finds a strange bracelet: a high-tech-looking band just like the ones her favorite athletes
use. There is no sign as to where it came from or what it is for, only a note that says: “Charlie, it’s time. You know what
to do.”
Not thinking much of it, Charlie puts the bracelet on. But she soon notices that she is changing. She is able to run
across the soccer field as fast as a cheetah and lift heavy objects as if she were as strong as an elephant – and that is
just the beginning. Charlie would be thrilled about her sudden transformation if she had any idea how the bracelet
works or how to control her incredible powers. So, like it or not, it is up to her and her new friends to figure out what
is happening.
ANIMORPHS FOR A NEW GENERATION: Going Wild is best described as a modern take on the beloved bestselling
series Animorphs. While Charlie doesn’t shapeshift, all of her powers are based on animals. And as the series
progresses, we’ll focus more and more on the animal kingdom as new powers are introduced.
GREAT HOOK FOR EDUCATORS: This series highlights the amazing (and 100% true) feats that animals achieve on a
daily basis, which young readers might normally think are the stuff of comic books, like running faster than a speeding
train or being able to lift nearly 20,000 pounds. Going Wild will be a perfect way to tie in with the popularity of
superheroes in the media, but it also has a fun, educational hook for parents, teachers, and librarians.
BROAD BOY & GIRL APPEAL: Charlie’s growing friendship with Maria Torres, the soccer team captain, and Mac Barnes,
Maria’s best friend, is a main crux of the story. Boy and girl readers will really be taken with this diverse, mixed-gender
cast. And Book #2 will see Maria and Mac step into the spotlight as they get their very own powers.
Lisa McMann is the New York Times bestselling author of numerous books for kids and teens
including the middle grade dystopian fantasy series The Unwanteds. She lives with her family
in Phoenix, Arizona.
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NOTHING BUT TROUBLE by Jacqueline Davies
Ages 8 – 12, 224 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 1 of 4

From the award-winning and popular author of The Lemonade War, comes a four-book middle-grade series about
two smart girls in one small town who use their combined genius to liven up their world – one prank at a time.
Nothing new ever happens in MAGGIE‘s teeny-tiny town of Odawahaka. The trouble is, Maggie’s a girl who likes to
make things happen. Between her stuck-in-a-rut mom, grumpy grandpop, and the lifetime supply of sludgy soda in
the fridge, Maggie wants out!
Then LENA moves to town with her adventurous spirit and outrageous things start happening. The kids at Maggie’s
lunch table stop falling for Kayla’s sure-win campaign for class president and someone starts pulling pranks all around
town. Within days, Odawahaka Middle School is filled with purple puffs of smoke, parachuting mice, and clues for a
perilous scavenger hunt.
For the first time in in Maggie’s life, Oda M feels like a place where anything could happen—until the new Principal
steps in with a mission to maintain order at any cost. And MAGGIE AND LENA are forced to decide if it’s best to stay
out of trouble—or if it’s time for the trouble to really begin.
Humorous, smart, and full of small-town heart, NOTHING BUT TROUBLE is the first book in a new series that will have
mischief-loving readers caught up in the cleverness and determination of two girls who can’t be held down.
CLEVER PRANKS WITH GIRL POWER: After the success of series about prankster boys, the market is ready for two
smart girls on a mission to energize their small town, and even smaller school, with clever hacks readers will never see
coming. The main characters are a perfect mash-up of Harriet the Spy and Dennis the Menace.
CLASSIC-MEETS-CONTEMPORARY VOICE: Jackie’s storytelling style combines the classic appeal of lovable
troublemakers Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn with the emotional resonance of contemporary middle-grade by Jerry
Spinelli and Lauren Myracle.
AWARD-WINNING WRITING! With 11 books, 4 starred reviews, numerous state and industry awards, and 6 Junior
Library Guild Selections, Jacqueline Davies is a renowned fixture of children’s literature. We’re expecting to have
blurbs from prominent librarians and teachers on the bound galley, including Colby Sharp from the Nerdy Book Club.
Jacqueline Davies is the award-winning author of eleven books for young
readers including the commercially successful Lemonade War series. She lives
in Needham, Massachusetts with her three children (Sam, Henry, and Mae),
and their dog (Harley). She frequently visits schools and teaches workshops for
tweens. www.jacquelinedavies.net.
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THE OTHER BOY by M. G. Hennessey
Ages 8 – 12, 256 pages, Pub 9/2016
A heartfelt middle grade story in the spirit of George and Gracefully Grayson about one transgender
boy’s journey to find acceptance.
Shane is just a regular kid. He likes making comics, spending time with his best friend, Josh, and being
star pitcher for his baseball team. But ever since he moved to Los Angeles with his mom, Shane has
been keeping something from his friends: he was born a girl.
When Shane’s secret is revealed by a school bully, Shane must look within himself and decide who he
really is. And with the help of a few great friends and supportive parents, Shane realizes he really is just
a regular kid with a few extraordinary qualities.
THE TIME IS NOW: With books like George and Gracefully Grayson and television shows like I am Jazz
and I am Cait paving the way, the children’s book community is ready and eager to embrace books that
speak to the transgender experience.
ACCEPTANCE AND EMPATHY: While Shane is grappling specifically with being transgender, all kids will
recognize the feeling of being different and wanting their community to love them for who they are.

FRIENDSHIP: The relationship between Shane and his best friend Josh, especially when Josh learns the
truth about Shane, is an incredibly moving part of the story. At the heart, this is a true friendship story.
STRONG VOICE: Shane narrates his own story. He loves sports, playing video games with his dad, and
eating pizza with his friends. His life is about more than just being transgender, and readers will feel like
Shane is a genuine, and likeable, kid.
INTERIOR GRAPHIC PANELS: We have hired Sfé M, a transgender graphic artist, to illustrate 8-10 panels,
graphic elements of Shane’s story.
M.G. Hennessey loves Star Wars, the San Francisco Giants, strawberry ice cream, and dancing (not
necessarily in that order). If she could choose one superpower, it would be flying. A supporter of the
Transgender Law Center, Gender Spectrum, and the Human Rights Campaign, she lives in Los Angeles
with her family. Visit her on the web at www.mghennessey.com.
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THE POET’S DOG by Patricia MacLachlan
Ages 6 – 10, 128 pages, Pub 10/2016
From Newbery Medal winner Patricia MacLachlan comes a poignant story about two children, a poet, and
a dog and how they help each other survive loss and recapture love.
Teddy is a gifted dog. Raised in a cabin by a poet named Sylvan, he grew up listening to sonnets read aloud
and the clicking of a keyboard. Teddy understands words, but Sylvan always told him there are only two
kinds of people in the world who can hear him: poets and children.
Then one day Teddy learns that Sylvan was right. When Teddy finds Nickel and Flora trapped in a
snowstorm, he tells them that he will bring them home – and they understand him. The children are afraid
of the howling wind, but not by Teddy’s words. They follow him to a cabin in the woods, where the dog
used to live with Sylvan.
Once they have shelter, the three of them build a fire and wait for the sky to clear. Over the course of the
storm, they will discover what Sylvan has left behind – cans of food, photographs, and an old weather box
– but in a home filled with memories, can they also help each other find what they have lost?
BELOVED, AWARD-WINNING, BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Newbery Medal winner Patricia MacLachlan is one
of the most beloved writers of our time-and her awards and sales back this claim up! Her combined sales
for HarperCollins alone are over 9.3 million copies, and Sarah, Plain and Tall is one of the bestselling titles
of all time.
CELEBRATES WORDS AND WRITING: Gatekeepers and book lovers always appreciate books about words,
language, and writing. Like Patty’s highly praised Word After Word After Word, The Poet’s Dog explores the
theme of self-exploration through writing.
LOVEABLE DOG NARRATOR: No one captures dogs quite like Patty MacLachlan. Her favorite breed, the
Irish Wolfhound, is magically recreated here as the loyal companion to his humans, who can hear him
speak in a magically realistic twist.
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Patricia MacLachlan is the celebrated author of many timeless
books for young readers, including Sarah, Plain and Tall, winner
of the Newbery Medal. Her novels for young readers include
Arthur, For the Very First Time; The Facts and Fictions of Minna
Pratt; Skylark; Caleb’s Story; More Perfect than the Moon;
Grandfather’s Dance; Word After Word After Word; Kindred Souls
and The Truth of Me. She is also the author of many much-loved
picture books. She lives with her husband and two border terriers
in Williamsburg, Massachusetts.

HAMSTERSAURUS REX by Tom O’Donnell, illustrated by Tim Miller
Ages 8 – 12, 224 pages, Pub 10/2016

Book 1 of 4

A hungry class pet undergoes a freaky transformation in this hilarious, heavily illustrated, tween
classroom comedy in the vein of My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish.
Certain class pets will go down in legend. Hamstersaurus Rex is one of those pets. After eating a
package of Dinoblast Powerpacker ™ protein powder, a product of the infamous Smiles Corp, a
regular hamster transforms into a fiercely adorable, super-hungry, sharp-toothed, spiky-tailed
mutant...and promptly goes missing. Sam Gibbs, sixth-grader, social outcast, and amateur
cartoonist, is determined to find and protect the weird little guy. Little does Sam know that his
dino-hamster friend will be the key to bringing down Kiefer “Beefer” Vanderkoff, the worst bully
in the history of Horace Hotwater Middle School.
Author Tom O’Donnell and illustrator Tim Miller perfectly capture the awkwardness and
absurdity of middle school…and the hilarity of having a mutant dino-hamster for a class pet!
RISING STAR AUTHOR: Tom O’Donnell has written for The New Yorker and McSweeney’s, as well
as Comedy Central. His debut tween series, Space Rocks!, was praised by Kirkus as an
“imaginative, smart, and laugh-out-loud adventure.” The subject here is even more accessible,
and we think his humor will be a hit with kids and parents alike.
BULLIES DONE DIFFERENTLY: Stories about bullies often resonate with middle schoolers. Here, a
tested-and-true subject gets a hilariously off-beat new twist.
BOY AND GIRL APPEAL: Dino-hamster humor speaks to all kinds of readers! Tom O’Donnell’s
diverse classroom cast features both boys and girls in key roles
Tom O’Donnell is the author of Space Rocks! and its sequel, For the Love of Gelo!
He has written for the New Yorker, McSweeney’s, and the television shows
TripTank and Billy on the Street. He lives with his wife in Brooklyn, New York.

Tim Miller is an author and illustrator of picture books. He studied at the School
of Visual Arts, where he earned his BFA in Cartooning. He lives in Queens, in
New York City. You can see more of his work at www.timmillerillustration.com.
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TODHUNTER MOON, BOOK THREE: STARCHASER by Angie Sage
Ages 8 – 12, 480 pages, Pub 10/2016

Book 3 of 3

The third and final book in the Septimus Heap spinoff series, TodHunter Moon. As praised by Kirkus, this series
is “fast-paced, fully satisfying and ExtraOrdinary.”

Almost one year ago, Alice TodHunter Moon left her PathFinder village to become Apprentice to ExtraOrdinary
Wizard Septimus Heap. The Castle still fills Tod with wonder – it is hard to believe all that Magyk comes from
the great block of lapis lazuli beneath the Wizard Tower.
But in faraway lands, the brilliant blue stone is crumbling to dust. Soon the destruction will spread to the
Castle and the Wizard Tower will lose its Magyk and come tumbling down. It seems that the Orm Egg that Tod
rescued from the evil sorcerer Oraton-Marr was the Keystone holding the Enchantment of the lapis lazuli in
place. But the Egg has hatched now, and the Keystone is no more.
Somehow, from somewhere, another Keystone must be found – but how? Despite the intrigues of the witch,
Marissa and the Red Queen, both of whom have their own plans to take over the Castle, Tod sets off on a
hazardous journey to find a new Keystone. She has yet to discover that Aunt Mitza has murderous plans in
store.
This final installment of the TodHunter Moon trilogy celebrates how hard work, selflessness, and the courage
to be who you are can create a harmony that spans the seas and stars.
FINAL BOOK IN THE TRILOGY GOES OUT WITH A BANG!: Readers might be sad to see this series wrap up, but
Angie is extremely talented at leaving readers satisfied. This book delves deeper into PathFinder history and
the reveals are downright out of this world.
SOLIDLY FOR THE 8 TO 12-YEAR-OLD READER (WITH CROSSOVER POTENTIAL!): While the original Septimus
arc hits a slightly older middle grade audience, these books are shorter and have an overall younger cast of
characters, making them perfect for the prime middle grade audience.

Angie Sage was born in London and grew up in the Thames Valley,
London, and Kent. She now lives in Somerset in a very old house that
has a four hundred and eighty year old painting of King Henry VIII on
the wall. The seven books in the original Septimus Heap series are
international bestsellers. She is also the author of the Araminta
Spookie series. Visit her online at www.septimusheap.com or follow
@AngieSageAuthor on Twitter.
Rights sold: German, Thai, UK/ANZ
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THE COPERNICUS LEGACY: CROWN OF FIRE by Tony Abbott
Ages 8 – 12, 304 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 4 of 4

The Crown of Fire is the last novel in The Copernicus Legacy, an epic tween adventure series that Publishers Weekly
calls a “fast paced and clever... mashup of the National Treasure films and The Davinci Code.”
Upon my life, I will.
Across the centuries, every Guardian who has protected one of the twelve relics of the Copernicus legacy has taken
this vow. But never have the consequences of the promise been more profound. The secret network of the great
astronomer’s spies is the target of an assassination plot, led by the despicable Galina Krause. And now the Kaplans
are more alone than ever before as they race from France to Antarctica against a deadly ticking clock.
There is not much time left for Wade, Darrell, Lily, and Becca to find the remaining relics and defeat their enemies.
But are they willing to risk the life of one of their own in order to save the world?
A mile-a-minute thrill-ride with surprises that will have readers holding their breath until the very end, The Crown
of Fire is the last book in bestselling author Tony Abbott’s Copernicus Legacy series.
WORLDWIDE ADVENTURE: The relics of Copernicus are hidden all over the globe and our four fantastic
protagonists must race the bad guys in order to save them. The chase makes the stakes so high and the scenery so
cinematic that readers will wish they were there!
BOY & GIRL APPEAL: Between Wade (the leader), Lily (the computer whiz), Darrel (the practical one), and Becca
(the bookish one) the Copernicus kids make a diverse all-star cast that’s sure to appeal to all kinds of young readers.
GREAT PRAISE FOR THE SERIES
“I had to keep reminding myself The Copernicus Legacy was intended for a young audience. Full of mystery and
intrigue, this book had me completely transfixed.” — Ridley Pearson, New York Times bestselling author of the
Kingdom Keepers series
“With engaging characters, a globe-trotting plot and dangerous villains, it is hard to find something not to like.
Equal parts edge-of-your-seat suspense and heartfelt coming-of-age.” — Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“Fast-paced and clever, the novel reads like a mashup of the National Treasure films and The Da Vinci Code.” —
Publishers Weekly
Tony Abbott is the author of over a hundred books for young readers,
including the bestselling series The Secrets of Droon. Tony has worked in
libraries, in bookstores, and in a publishing company and has taught creative
writing. He lives in Connecticut with his wife, two daughters, and two dogs.
You can visit him online at www.tonyabbottbooks.com.
Rights sold: Brazil, Chinese Complex, Greek, Lithuanian, Russian, Thai
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THE DRAGON’S GATE by Barry Wolverton
Ages 10 and up, 336 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 2 of 3

The adventure continues for Bren and Mouse in The Dragon’s Gate – the second book in Barry Wolverton’s part highseas action, and part alternate history epic, part mesmerizing fantasy series, the Chronicles of the Black Tulip.
Armed with the oracle bone map they retrieved from the Vanishing Island, Bren and Mouse embark on a dangerous
quest into the heart of China, a kingdom long closed to outsiders. Their mission, led by a charismatic, cross-dressing
British archaeologist named Jean Barrett, takes them in search of the lost underground temple complex of China’s
first emperor, and ultimately in search of the Dragon’s Gate, where Mouse hopes to uncover the truth of her
mysterious identity.
WHOLLY ORIGINAL PREMISE: This is a story only Barry Wolverton could create. It is epic in scope, with lots of action,
danger, and high stakes—think high-profile middle-grade fantasies like the Books of Beginning and Percy Jackson
series—but it has a dark, sophisticated, Dickensian voice, and a mythology pieced together with bits of history, world
folklore, and Barry’s own incomparable imagination. It’s a throwback to the seafaring adventures of old, but with a
modern twist.
AN AUTHOR TO INVEST IN: Barry Wolverton is a talent that is made to be writing for middle-grade kids, one with an
incredible sense of world-building, an ability to effortlessly mix humor and epic fantasy to great effect, a keen ear for
characterization and a keen eye for action and adventure. It’s clear to all of us at Walden Pond Press that this is the
kind of author we want to be investing in—and one in which we want to continue to invest.

Book 1

PRAISE FOR THE VANISHING ISLAND:
“A gripping high-seas adventure packed with action, magic, and folklore spanning East and West. Fast-paced and
entertaining, this fine trilogy opener will keep both fantasy and historical-fiction buffs turning the pages.” —Kirkus
Reviews
“This engaging historical narrative will draw readers in who love stories of adventure and exploration with a strong
dose of fantasy.” —School Library Journal
“Wolverton’s story speeds along suspensefully through a history intriguingly different from our own.” —Publishers
Weekly
Barry Wolverton is the author of The Vanishing Island and Neversink. He has more than
fifteen years’ experience creating books, documentary television scripts, and website
content for international networks and publishers, including National Geographic,
Scholastic.com, the Library of Congress, and the Discovery Networks. He lives in Memphis,
Tennessee. You can visit him online at www.barrywolverton.com.
Published by HC Brazil
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BALANCE KEEPERS, BOOK 3: THE TRAITOR OF BELLTOLL by Lindsay Cummings
Ages 8 – 12, 384 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 3 of 3

The explosive conclusion to Lindsay Cumming’s epic fantasy adventure series about a magical world at the center of the
earth. This action-packed, humorous story ends the series with a bang!
Albert Flynn and his Balance Keeper teammates have been called back to the Core – a fantastical world at the center of
the earth – for immediate action. The underground Realm of Belltroll is in a dire state of Imbalance and everywhere from
New York to Yellowstone is at risk of a serious disaster. It is clear that the mysterious Traitor who caused last term’s
chaos is at it again, and with a vengeance.
Albert’s super-magical Master Tile was instrumental in fixing the Ponderay and Calderon Realms in previous terms, but
now it seems the Tile may be more trouble than it is worth. Because sooner or later, if it is Albert’s Master Tile the
Traitor is after, Albert will have to face the Traitor head on, and only one of them can come out victorious.
With no clue how or when the Traitor may strike, and Albert’s relationship with teammate Hoyt still on the rocks after
Hoyt betrayed him last term, Albert’s got a lot going against his game. Can the Balance Keepers save Belltroll, the Core,
and the U.S. above from total destruction? And can Albert do so without walking right into the Traitor’s hands?

This explosive conclusion to Lindsay Cummings’ epic fantasy adventure series bursts with intrigue, action, and the
satisfaction of growing into exactly who you’re meant to be.
DRAMATIC CONCLUSION TO THE SERIES: Lindsay is especially good at writing action scenes, and this book gives her
plenty of room to show off those skills. The final book in the trilogy is more epic and has higher stakes than the first two
books. Readers will be turning pages like crazy!
PERFECT FOR ALL AUDIENCES: Boys will identify with Albert and his friend Leroy; girls will relate to their sassy friend,
Birdie. Nerds will identify with Leroy’s geeky tendencies, while action-oriented kids will love Albert’s knack for
adventure.
SUPERPOWERS! INVICINBILITY! GOOD VS. EVIL!: In the Core, every Balance Keeper receives a special Tile that gives him
or her a unique superpower. Some kids can breathe underwater, others can talk to animals. Our protagonist gets a Tile
that grants him ALL the powers at will, giving him Harry Potter-like invincibility – and the tough decision of whether to
use his immense power for good or evil.
Lindsay Cummings is a book blogger and the author of the teen series the Murder Complex. She
lives in Texas with two German shepherds, one wolf cub who is not very smart, a horse named
Dan the Man, and a husband named Josh. She eats too many Hot Cheetos, and cannot stop
dyeing her hair crazy colors. You can visit her online at www.lindsaycummingsbooks.com or
follow @authorlindsayc.
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CREATURE KEEPERS AND THE BURGLED BLIZZARD-BRISTLES by Peter Nelson, illustrated by Rohitash Rao
Ages 8 – 12, 320 pages, Pub 9/2016
Book 3 of 4
Jordan, Abbie, and Eldon travel to the snowy Himalayas to find the Yeti and save the world in the third book in
the epically hilarious middle-grade adventure series Creature Keepers.
The Creature Keepers are back! Even though they were able to defeat Chupacabra once again in book two,
their nemesis was still able to get his claws on one of Bigfoot’s Soil Soles. Now, he only needs one more item
of mythological power to wreak havoc across the globe. Disturbances in China lead Abbie, Eldon, and Jordan
to discover that Chupacabra is after the Yeti, a powerful but reclusive cryptid who has not been seen since the
days Jordan’s grandfather was running the Creature Keepers. Our heroes need to find the Yeti first – and
hopefully avert another catastrophe.
PERFECT PACKAGE: An epic, hilarious, and highly commercial concept, great characters, a delightfully silly
plot, and fantastic artwork combine for a series that Peter and Ro’s established fan base will adore and that
will also draw in even more readers.
Book 1

PERENIALLY POPULAR FORMAT: It is clear that the comics/prose hybrid is just as popular as ever and here
to stay. Peter and Ro’s previous series Herbert’s Wormhole found a huge audience with the kids who love
Wimpy Kid and Big Nate, and we expect the same to happen with this series.
GREAT FOR RELUCTANT READERS: Not only is the format just right for this group of readers, but the
chapters are short and sweet.

Peter Nelson is the author of the Creature Keepers and Herbert’s Wormhole
series. He is also a screenwriter, and lives in Los Angeles, California, with his wife
Diane and their two sons Charlie and Christopher.
Rohitash Rao is the illustrator of the Creature Keepers and Herbert’s Wormhole
series. Rohitash was born in an exotic, faraway land called Hyderabad, India. He
then grew up in another exotic, faraway land called Rancho Cucamonga,
California. He now lives in Los Angeles.
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ROXBURY PARK DOG CLUB #3: TOP DOG by Daphne Maple
ROXBURY PARK DOG CLUB #4: ALL PAWS ON DECK by Daphne Maple

Book 3 of 6
Book 4 of 6

What is better than being best friends? Being best friends who volunteer together at the Roxbury Park
dog shelter! This fun, sweet paperback original series for tween girls is a new Babysitters Club – with
dogs!
Book 3, Top Dog: Is there only room for one top dog in Roxbury Park? Taylor is amazed at how quickly her
new town, Roxbury Park, has started to feel like home – thanks to her two best friends and their afterschool Dog Club. But not everyone is as welcoming as Kim and Sasha. A girl at school, Brianna, has been
picking on Taylor for being new. That would be bad enough, but Taylor’s not the only one under attack! A
dog grooming shop across town has opened its own dog day care, and the Dog Club is facing serious
competition. Can the girls figure out how to keep their customers, or will the Pampered Puppy put them
out of business – for good?
Book 4, All Paws on Deck: For Kim, understanding dogs is easy, but keeping up at school can be hard. And
middle school has been tougher than she expected. If she does not improve her grades, her parents are
planning to send her to a different school – which would mean leaving the Dog Club!
With school worries piling up, Kim is not thrilled to find out that the Dog Club’s next client is her superstrict English teacher, Mrs. Benson. But she is sure the Dog Club is the right place for Missy, the nervous
puppy mill rescue Mrs. Benson recently adopted. Between Missy, her parents, and her next math test,
Kim is facing a real crisis – and to get through it, she will need a helping hand (or paw) from all her friends!

FOCUS ON FRIENDSHIP: Roxbury Park Dog Club is all about making friends, working together, and being
involved with your community. These girls deal with problems that young middle grade readers will definitely
relate to – from being a responsible pet owner, to adapting to life at a new school, to trying to make room for
a third person in a best friendship.
THE FIRST RULE OF DOG CLUB: ADORABLE DOGS! Young readers who love dogs will wish they could snuggle
up with these cute canines. “Dog whisperer” Kim is a fountain of well-researched knowledge about dog
behavior, and the Dog Club’s home base is a responsible no-kill shelter.

Book 1
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Book 2

Daphne Maple grew up in a small town in upstate New York in a big house that was always full of dogs.
She and her friends would spend long afternoons playing with their dogs in the backyard, and that, along
with her work at an animal sanctuary, gave her the idea for Roxbury Park Dog Club. She lives and writes in
Washington, D.C. with her dogs Sweetie Pie and Trixie, and on sunny afternoons you can usually find
them playing Frisbee at the local dog park.

CONFIDENTIALLY YOURS #4: THE SECRET TALENT by Jo Whittemore
Ages 8 – 12, 320 pages, Pub 9/2016

Book 4 of 6

In this funny new middle-grade series, best friends Brooke, Vanessa, Heather, and Tim are in charge and
confidentially yours when writing their middle school newspaper’s advice column.
Tim’s secret is about to be front-page news.
Tim Antonides is feeling pretty good about sixth grade. He is doing well in his classes, he is a hit with the girls, and
he gets to write the middle-school newspaper’s advice column with his best friends Brooke, Vanessa, and Heather.
He has even begun to branch out and make some new guy friends. The only thing that could ruin his awesome
reputation is his big secret – he performs Greek folk dances with his twin sister, Gabby…complete with a super
embarrassing outfit. Only his family and closest friends know, and he is going to make sure it stays that way.
But when the class bully, Ryan, discovers Tim’s hidden talent, he blackmails Tim into completing a list of almost
impossible tasks. Can Tim get out from under Ryan’s thumb and stay true to who he is without becoming the
biggest laughingstock in school?

CUTE, RELATABLE, CLEAN FUN: Confidentially Yours is at its heart, a friendship story. All the friends support one
another, and work out problems together...while having a great time!
UNIVERSAL PROBLEM: Tim has an embarrassing secret that he doesn’t want the school to know. But he learns that
he can be himself, and his true friends won’t be embarrassed at all. Embarrassment and bullying are problems that
many middle schoolers have.
REAL ISSUES: The series tackles issues that range from taking on too much, jealousy, and first crushes. Each book
comes across as honest and real and something that middle-school kids deal with on a day-to-day basis.

PERFECT HOOK: This series has a terrific hook. The friends write their newspaper’s advice column and get into
shenanigans as they do so. A great premise that kids, librarians. and parents will be able to easily understand.

Jo Whittemore is the author of the novels Front Page Face-Off, Odd Girl In, D is for
Drama, Colonial Madness, and the Confidentially Yours series. Jo is a member of
the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators and is one of the founding
members of the Texas Sweethearts & Scoundrels. When she is not writing, Jo
spends her time with family and friends in Austin, dreaming of the day she can
afford a chocolate house.
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STICK DOG SLURPS SPAGHETTI by Tom Watson, illustrated by Ethan Long
Ages 8 – 12, 224 pages, Pub 11/2016

Book 6 of 8

Stick Dog and his friends are back in another hilarious quest for food.
It is slippery. It is slurpable. It is spaghetti! Stick Dog and his gang of hungry hounds want to play tugof-war. Their search for rope leads to something even better – spaghetti Once they get a taste, they
must get some more.
It will be their most difficult mission ever - and will demand all of Stick Dog’s problem-solving skills.
They will need to scale the tallest mountain in the suburbs and sneak into a restaurant filled with
people.
Dangerous humans – a strange-talking girl, a huge chef and a penguin-man – lurk around every
corner. But there is more than danger in the air. Stick Dog has caught the scent of something even
more scrumptious than spaghetti. And he will risk everything to find out what it is.
UNIQUE SPIN ON THE GENRE: Stick Dog will remind readers of Wimpy Kid but is a unique spin on the
genre, as the story is all told from a dog’s perspective!
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF BIG NATE AND WIMPY KID: Stick Dog follows in the footsteps of Big Nate and
Wimpy Kid in the format of a heavily-illustrated paper over board novel.
Tom Watson lives in Chicago with his wife, daughter and son. He also
has a dog, as you could probably guess. The dog is a LabradorNewfoundland mix. Early in his career Tom worked in politics,
including a stint as the Chief Speechwriter for the Governor of Ohio.
This experience helped him develop the unique, story-telling
narrative style of the Stick Dog books. More important, Tom’s time in
politics made him realize a very important thing: Kids are way smarter
than adults. And it is a lot more fun and rewarding to write stories for
them than to write speeches for grown-ups.

Rights sold: Brazil, French, Hebrew, Hungarian, Lithuanian, Turkish, UK/ANZ
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LAUGH-OUT-LOUD SPOOKY JOKES FOR KIDS by Rob Elliott
Ages 8 - 12, 128 pages, Pub 7/2016
Why did the ghost take the elevator? To raise his spirits! From Rob Elliott, acclaimed author of the Laugh-Out-Loud
Jokes for Kids, comes a new series of side-slapping holiday classics for the whole family.
Question:
Answer:

What do ghosts wear to the beach?
A boo-kini.

Question:
Answer:

How does a monster like his coffee?
With scream and sugar.

Question:
Answer:

Why wouldn’t the zombie get a job?
Because he was a dead-beat!

LAUGH-OUT-LOUD CHRISTMAS JOKES FOR KIDS by Rob Elliott
Ages: 8-12, 128 pages, Pub 9/2016

From Rob Elliott, acclaimed author of the Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids, comes a new series of side-slapping
holiday classics for the whole family.
Question:
Answer:

Where does Santa Keep his money?
A snow bank.

Question:
Answer:

What do you get when you mix a dog with a snowflake?
Frostbite.

Question:
Answer:

Why was Santa upset?
Because he had low elf-esteem.

MAJOR BRAND RECOGNITION FOR THIS BEST-SELLING SERIES: This established brand is already a household
name for adults and kids alike, and we will be continuing with an updated but similar design and style.
CLEAN & CLASSIC HUMOR: The jokes in Rob’s collection are instant classics: simple, hilarious, and timeless. This
series has an incredibly wide and enduring appeal of refreshingly clean fun for the whole family.
HOLIDAY APPEAL: So far this series has only covered general joke book concepts. Our brand-new holiday
approach brings a new focus and energy to the series-and perfectly targets the series’ existing audience, with
whom the titles are already a smashing success.

Rob Elliott is the bestselling author of Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids and has been a publishing
professional for more than twenty years. Rob lives in West Michigan, where in his spare time he enjoys
laughing out loud with his wife and four children.
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FORWARD: MY STORY (Young Reader’s Edition) by Abby Wambach
Ages 8 – 12, 244 pages, Pub 12/2016
A tween adaptation of Harper adult memoir Forward, from longtime US Women’s soccer team captain,
two-time Olympic gold medalist, and World Cup champion Abby Wambach, to follow on the heels of
the Summer 2016 Olympics. This is a substantive and deeply inspiring memoir by a star athlete who has
been recently catapulted into the limelight.
Young girls have flocked to the soccer fields now more than ever – especially following the US Women’s
soccer team’s gold medal win at the 2012 Olympics and their 2015 World Cup championship. Leading
the charge at both of these events was Abby Wambach, the longtime captain and forward of the team.
Forward is a deeply personal look into the life Abby Wambach. From growing up as the youngest of
seven in upstate New York to scoring more international goals than any other player in soccer history
(184 goals, 77 of which were headers!), she has remained a passionate player and a champion, not only
in soccer, but for women’s rights and equal opportunity.
Wambach is a fearless female role model for the next generation and young fans will be inspired and
empowered by her story, told in her own words. It is a story of passion, of finding her identity, of failure
and success – and of course, it is a story about soccer that boils down to one question: with everything
that life throws at you, how do you keep moving the ball forward?
FEARLESS ROLE MODEL: Abby Wambach is the idol of thousands of soccer playing girls and boys across
the country. The streets were lined with kids wearing her jersey and cheering her name at the ticker
tape parade after the World Cup.
POSTER AND EXCLUSIVE Q&A: The reverse side of the jacket will feature a panoramic action shot
poster of Abby as forward, with Abby’s signature! Also, an exclusive Q&A with Abby will be included in
the back matter. These extras will be a big draw for Abby’s legions of young fans.
HOT ON THE HEELS OF WORLD CUP MANIA AND OLYMPIC FEVER: After a World Cup championship,
fans are eager to see the US Women’s soccer team take on the 2016 Olympics in Rio. While Abby won’t
be playing in the Olympics, soccer fans will be eager to pick up in the Olympic excitement.
Abigail “Abby” Wambach is an American soccer player, coach, double Olympic gold medalist, FIFA
Women’s World Cup Champion, and the 2012 FIFA World Player of the Year. A six-time winner of the
U.S. Soccer Athlete of the Year award, Wambach has been a regular on the U.S. women’s national soccer
team since 2003 earning her first cap in 2001. As a forward, she currently stands as the highest all-time
goal scorer for the national team and holds the world record for international goals for both female and
male soccer players with 184 goals.
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LEFT OUT by Tim Green
Ages 8 – 12, 272 pages, Pub 9/2016
In the same vein as New York Times bestseller Unstoppable comes a new standalone football novel from
NFL defensive end and New York Times bestselling author Tim Green. Tim deftly explores one disabled
boy’s journey to prove that he deserves to be on the field and not warming the bench.
Landon has never quite fit in. Literally.
He has always been bigger than other kids his age, and ever since he got cochlear hearing implants, he
has stuck out even more. And now Landon’s mom does not want him to play football. She is afraid he
might get hurt – or damage the implants that have allowed Landon to hear for the first time in his life.
But Landon loves football, and he will do anything to get in the game. When his mother finally agrees to
let him try, he finds himself spending time on the bench, fetching water for the team, or playing the fake
position on the field –Left Out. With a fierce determination, can Landon prove that he has what it takes
to be more than just a water boy?

OVERCOMING ADVERSITY: Landon must deal with the challenges of his hearing disability, and prove to
his mother and his team that he deserves to be on the field. Tim Green, who researched cochlear
implants and the special football helmets they make for kids who have them, does an excellent job of
realistically portraying Landon’s experience.
LEAD AUTHOR WITH A GREAT TRACK: Tim’s football books are perennial bestsellers. And one of his
previous standalone books, Unstoppable, debuted at #2 on the New York Times bestseller list.
REAL LIFE DRAMA: Tim is at his best when he is writing about real, everyday sports and the real kids who
play them.
Tim Green was a first-round NFL draft pick and playing as a star
linebacker for the Atlanta Falcons. Always an avid reader, he became
a New York Times bestselling adult author. His first book for young
readers, Football Genius, inspired in part by his players and kids he
has met while reading in classrooms, became a New York Times
bestseller. Tim is the author of the New York Times bestseller
Baseball Great, to which Rivals and Best of the Best are companions,
and Unstoppable.
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MIDDLE GRADE
UK/ANZ ONLY

FIVE ELEMENTS: THE EMERALD TABLET by Dan Jolley
Ages 8 – 12, 304 pages, Pub 10/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY
Book 1 of 3

Five elements. Four friends. One city – and its sinister shadow. The beginning of an epic, action-packed new
series for fans of Percy Jackson and Seven Wonders.
I name myself water. I name myself air. I name myself earth. I name myself fire.

Gabe and his friends had no idea what they were getting into when they found a strange old map in his
uncle’s office, followed it to a crumbling secret chamber below the streets of San Francisco, and performed
a ritual that promised to bind the four of them together forever. They thought they were having one last
adventure before Gabe moved away. It’s not like they believed the “power of the elements” was real.
But then things begin to happen that none of them can explain. And when they start looking for answers,
they encounter an enemy that has been hunting Gabe’s family for over a century – a sinister cult that wants
to merge our world with its dark twin, Arcadia. Gabe’s bloodline holds the key to the Emerald Tablet that
can open the barrier between the worlds...which means Gabe and his friends are all that stands between
San Francisco and a parallel realm filled with nightmarish creatures and dangerous forces that could tear the
city apart.
EPIC ACTION: Cinematic and fast-paced, this nonstop adventure is sure to draw in kids who’ve devoured
blockbuster series by Rick Riordan, Ridley Pearson, and Brandon Mull. Gabe and his friends face down
swarms of cultists, terrifying monsters from Arcadia, and even a six-winged dragon.
EPIC SETTING: This is San Francisco as you’ve never seen it before. The kids’ adventures take place partly in
the real world and partly in the alternate dimension of Arcadia, which is an twisted mirror of the city, with
its own rules and its own, eerily familiar landmarks... like the island fortress of Alcatraz.

EPIC ELEMENTS: Five Elements features the classic fire, water, earth, and air—as well as a fifth element,
magick. Fans of Avatar: The Last Airbender will feel right at home as Gabe and his friends learn to master
their new powers.
Translation rights held by:
Working Partners Ltd.
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Dan Jolley writes novels, comic books, children’s books, and video games.
His work includes the manga stories set in Erin Hunter’s Warriors and
Seekers universes, the Transformers video games War for Cybertron and
Fall of Cybertron, the Dark Horse Comics YA graphic novel series LARP!
(with co-writer Shawn deLoache), and the upcoming Oculus Rift game
Chronos. You can bug him by visiting www.danjolley.com or by following
him on Twitter @_DanJolley.

QUICKSILVER by Claire Legrand
Ages 8 – 12, 336 pages, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

Twelve-year-old Quicksilver – the self-proclaimed greatest thief in all the Star Lands – must travel back
in time to when magic still existed and, with the help of her older self and a dog named Fox, stop the
evil Wolf King from hunting witches to extinction. For fans of Robin McKinley, Gail Carson Levine,
Megan Whalen Turner, and Diana Wynne Jones.
Hundreds of years ago, the Wolf King united the seven kingdoms of the Star Lands and began his Hunt,
endeavoring to kill all the witches in the land. With seven enchanted wolves by his side, he has nearly
eradicated witchcraft from the Star Lands, and the people worship him as a kind savior.
But when a man matching the Wolf King’s description attacks the convent where twelve-year-old
Quicksilver has been raised, she quickly realizes the king is not who they thought he was.
Now running for her life, Quicksilver finds herself face to face with an older version of herself named
Anastazia. Together with a young thief-in-training named Sly Boots and her dog, Fox, Quicksilver
hurtles back through time in an attempt to dethrone the Wolf King before his Hunt is complete.
Full of magic, adventure, and an original and compelling cast of characters, Quicksilver is a fast-paced
fantasy reminiscent of Howl’s Moving Castle.
ACTION-PACKED MAGICAL ADVENTURE STORY: Quicksilver’s quest is fast-paced and engrossing.
A VIVID AND MEMORABLE HEROINE: Quicksilver is a spunky and confident 12-year-old girl. Readers
will enjoy watching her change from an overly independent thief to a loving friend and loyal
companion.
INCREDIBLE WORLD BUILDING AND UNIQUE SETTING: Legrand has created a lively and layered
world—full of magical creatures, witches, evil kings, and meddling gods—that extends far beyond the
page
Claire Legrand used to be a musician until she realized she could not stop thinking about the stories in
her head. Now a writer, Ms. Legrand can often be found typing with purpose at her keyboard, losing
herself in the stacks at her local library, or embarking upon spontaneous adventures to lands
unknown. Claire lives in New Jersey with a dragon and two cats. Visit her at claire-legrand.com.
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Translation rights held by:
Fox Literary

RYAN QUINN AND THE REBEL’S ESCAPE by Ron McGee
Ages 8 – 12, 400 pages, Pub 10/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY
Book 1 of 2

When Ryan Quinn’s parents mysteriously disappear, he discovers that, not only were they secret agents
for the super-secret Emergency Rescue Committee, but that he’s been training to save them his entire
life.
Ryan Quinn thought his traveling days were over. The son of two United Nations workers, he had grown
up in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Africa – anywhere but his New York City home. But now that he’s
settled into life at the International Community School, things have finally gotten good and normal.
Until, suddenly, his world gets turned upside down when his father goes missing and his mother is
abducted right in front of his eyes. Forced to find answers himself, Ryan discovers that his parents work
for a super-secret organization called the Emergency Rescue Committee (the ERC). Created during
World War II, the group has performed daring rescue missions around the world for over 70 years. Now
it is up to Ryan to undertake his own perilous mission.
In a sensational adventure that gives Jason Bourne and James Bond a run for their money, Ryan helps a
teenage rebel blogger escape a country intent on silencing her forever, while rescuing his parents from
near-certain death.
To survive this mission of international intrigue, Ryan must trust his training, trust himself, and make a
daring run for freedom.
THRILLER SERIES: From 39 Clues to Spy School, middle grade heroes strike a chord with young readers
looking for coming-of-age adventures.
WORLDWIDE APPEAL: Ryan Quinn travels across the seven seas to rescue his parents. Readers will
enjoy this story of international intrigue, and teachers, parents and librarians will love the opportunity
to talk about current events and real-life heroes.
REAL WORLD CONNECTIONS: The Emergency Rescue Committee was a real-life organization started
during WWII to rescue Jews stuck in France from Nazi persecution.
Translation rights held by:
Marble Angel, Inc.
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Ron McGee is a winner of the Writers Guild of America award for
his work on Disney Channel’s Halloween hit Girl vs. Monster.
Currently, he is a writer/producer on TNT’s #1 scripted series Rizzoli
and Isles. Previously, he wrote and produced episodes of ABC
Family’s The Nine Lives of Chloe King. A veteran of longform
television, Ron has penned numerous movies in a wide range of
genres for many of the major television networks, including ABC,
NBC, USA, Lifetime, TBS and VH-1. Ron lives with his family in
California and this is his novel-writing debut.

FRAZZLED: Everyday Disasters & Impending Doom by Booki Vivat
Ages 8 – 12, 224 pages, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY
Book 1 of 3

Meet Abbie Wu! She’s about to start middle school and she’s totally in crisis.
Abbie Wu is in crisis – and not just because she’s stuck in a family that doesn’t quite
get her or because the lunch ladies at school are totally corrupt or because everyone
seems to have a “thing” except her. Abbie Wu is in crisis always.
Heavily illustrated and embarrassingly honest, Frazzled dives right into the mind of this
hilariously neurotic middle school girl as she tries to figure out who she is, where she
belongs, and how to survive the everyday disasters of growing up. With Abbie’s flair
for the dramatic and natural tendency to freak out, middle school has never seemed
so nerve-racking!
Packed with hilarious black-and-white illustrations and doodles throughout, Frazzled
takes readers through Abbie Wu’s hysterical middle school adventures.
DEBUT AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR: This is Booki’s first book in the middle grade series,
with two more to follow in the pipeline.
TRUE ARTISTIC TALENT: In this heavily illustrated novel, Booki’s hilarious illustrations
perfectly placed alongside text are sure to make this book stand out.
POPULAR FORMAT: This paper-over-board, heavily illustrated book is perfect for fans
of Dork Diaries, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Big Nate, and Smile.
Booki Vivat has been doodling somewhat seriously since 2011
and not-so-seriously since childhood. She grew up in Southern
California and graduated from the University of California, San
Diego. She currently works in publishing and lives in Brooklyn,
New York. This is her first novel.
Translation rights held by:
Writers House
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ONE HALF FROM THE EAST by Nadia Hashimi
Ages 8 – 12, 272 pages, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

Internationally bestselling author Nadia Hashimi’s first novel for young readers is an emotional,
beautiful, and riveting coming-of-age journey to modern day Afghanistan that explores the “bacha
posh” custom of dressing pre-teen girls as boys.
Obayda’s family is in need of some good fortune. Her father lost one of his legs in a bomb explosion,
forcing the family to move from their home city of Kabul to a small village, where life is very different
and Obayda’s father almost never leaves his room.
One day, Obayda’s aunt has an idea to bring the family luck – dress Obayda, the youngest of her
sisters, as a boy, a common practice called bacha posh. Now, Obayda is Obayd. Life in this inbetween place is confusing, but once Obayda meets Rahim – formerly Rahima – everything changes.
Obayd and Rahim can explore the village on their own, climbing trees, playing sports, and more. But
Rahim’s time as a bacha posh is almost over – unless the two best friends can figure out a way to
keep Rahim from turning back to Rahima for good.
HEARTWARMING STORY: The story of these two bacha posh best friends is at once heartwarming
and heartbreaking. Nadia Hashimi tells their stories with care, making their tale interesting for young
readers and gatekeepers alike.
INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Nadia’s first adult novel, The Pearl that Broke Its’ Shell, is
an international bestseller, and we think she can make a splash in the children’s market, as well.
TOPICAL: One Half from the East tackles issues of gender normativity in a culture different from our
own, which is a topical issue and will serve to open American readers’ eyes to customs unlike our
own.

Translation rights held by:
The Helen Heller Agency
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Nadia Hashimi was born and raised in New York and New Jersey.
Both her parents were born in Afghanistan and left in the early
1970s, before the Soviet invasion. In 2002, Nadia made her first trip
to Afghanistan with her parents. She is a pediatrician and lives with
her husband and their four children in the Washington D.C. suburbs.

LIKE MAGIC by Elaine Vickers
Ages 8 – 12, 288 pages, Pub 10/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

A sweet, debut middle grade novel about three girls whose lives intertwine when they find a mysterious
treasure box in their library’s lost-and-found.
For three ten-year-old girls, their once simple worlds are starting to feel too big. Painfully shy Grace dreads
starting fifth grade now that her best friend has moved away. Jada hopes she will stop feeling so alone if
she can find the mother who left her years ago. And Malia fears the arrival of her new baby sister will
forever change the family she loves.
Each girl is lost and hoping to be found. What all three girls end up finding, though, is a mysterious box in
their library. As the box passes between the girls, they put their own precious things inside, and the
treasures each girl discovers always seem to provide just the inspiration or answer she is looking for. But
something is still missing. It’s up to Grace, Jada, and Malia to take the treasures and turn them into
something more: true friendship.
A FRIENDSHIP STORY: What’s better than a book about the power of friendship? Like Magic is a sweet,
simple story that proves to even the shyest reader that a friend can be just around the corner, even when
you least suspect it.
DIVERSITY: Like Magic features an African American main character and a Hawaiian main character.
Readers will love following the different girls’ stories and seeing a diverse cast.
SCHOOL & LIBRARY: This book is set in a library and shows just how magical and important a library can be
to a tween looking for a place to belong. We think librarians and teachers will love this message and they
will love this book.

Translation rights held by:
Erin Murphy Literary Agency
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Elaine Vickers lives with her husband and three kids in Southern Utah, where she
writes books and teaches college chemistry. She always wanted to be a writer
and a teacher, except when she wanted to be an architect, an artist, a
pediatrician, a judge, or a famous actress. Visit her at elainevickers.com for book
recommendations, science activities, and ideas for starting your own backyard
book club.

HERO DOG: THE RESCUE by Jennifer Li Shotz
Ages 8 – 12, 256 pages, Pub 11/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY
Book 1 of 3

Jennifer Li Shotz, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Max, gives us a brand new heroic dog to love.
Ace, a retired search and rescue German shepherd, is not prepared for a stray puppy to come into his life.
But Ace’s best friend, 12-year-old Ben, has other plans. Ben wants to adopt the puppy, Scout, and train
him to be the best search and rescue dog ever. Then one day, disaster strikes: Scout is missing. Ben has
no idea who has taken his puppy or how to rescue him. But Ace is a hero: if anyone can bring Scout
home, it is him.
Get ready for a canine adventure full of danger, loyalty and the unbreakable bond between a boy and his
best friend.
FIRST THERE WAS MAX: With the success of the Max movie tiein novel, there is now a market for books
featuring heroic dogs in the middle grade space.
AUTHOR TRACK: The author Jen Shotz is also the author of Max.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER: Max was on the New York Times Bestseller list for 15 weeks.
BUT WAIT THERE’S MORE!: There will be 2 more books featuring Ace, or hero dog.
Jennifer Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max, about the coolest war dog ever.
Among other things, Jen has written about sugar addiction, stinky shoes and sports-related concussions
for Scholastic Scope magazine. A Los Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in
nonfiction from Columbia. She lives with her family in Brooklyn, where she is campaigning hard to get a
pup just like Max. For the occasional tweet, follow her @jenshotz.

Translation rights held by:
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UK/ANZ Only
Continuing Series
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A LEGEND OF STARFIRE
by Marissa Burt
Book 2 of 2
Ages 8 – 12, 352 pages, Pub 10/2016

MR PUFFBALL: STUNT CAT ACROSS AMERICA
by Constance Lombardi
Book 2 of 3
Ages 8 – 12, 192 pages, Pub 9/2016

GUARDIAN HERD: WINDBORN
by Jennifer Lynn Alvarez
Book 4 of 4
Ages 8 – 12, 288 pages, Pub 9/2016

A Wrinkle in Time meets the rhymes of
Mother Goose in this sequel to A Sliver of
Stardust, in which Wren must save Earth and
defeat an evil Magician by going to a place
she’s only dreamed of: the Land of Nod.

Here comes the second installment of Mr. Puffball!
His epic adventures are perfect for fans of Timmy
Failure and Stick Dog – funny, brilliant, and
relentlessly entertaining, with a multitude of
Hollywood references, tons of hilarious
illustrations, and a lot of heart.

In the action-packed fourth book of The
Guardian Herd series, Star and his nemesis
Nightwing will face off in a final, epic battle
to determine the fate of all the pegasi.

Translation rights held by:
Laura Langlie Literary Agent

Translation rights held by:
Painted Words

Translation rights held by:
Joëlle Delbourgo Associates

PICTURE BOOK

I USED TO BE A FISH by Tom Sullivan
48 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/2016
From debut author-illustrator Tom Sullivan comes a simple yet groundbreaking picture book that is both an introduction to the science of evolution and a celebration of
imagination.
I used to be a fish. But I did not like swimming anymore. So I grew some legs. Inspired by a pet fish and fueled by imagination, a boy tells a whimsical version of his own
life story, which mirrors the process of human evolution. Simple, surprising, and innovative, Tom Sullivan’s debut is both a light introduction to the science of evolution
and a tribute to every child’s power to transform their lives and to dream big.
INTRODUCTION TO EVOLUTION: This deceptively simple, surprising book gives young readers an introduction to the concept of evolution in a very accessible and
amusing way.
INFORMATIVE BACKMATTER: Tom has included an author’s note, which provides a definition of and important facts about evolution, as well as a timeline of human
evolution.
Tom Sullivan used to be a fish. He also used to be a paperboy, a library page, a sign maker, a cashier, a waiter, a baker, and a graphic
designer. He now writes and illustrates books. I Used to Be a Fish is his first one. Visit him online at thomasgsullivan.com.
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RIVER ROSE AND THE MAGICAL LULLABY by Kelly Clarkson, illustrated by Laura Hughes
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub date: 9/2016
The original Idol, Grammy Award-winning singing sensation Kelly Clarkson, makes her picture book debut with this rollicking, rhyming story of a little girl’s dream trip
to the zoo--inspired by Kelly’s own daughter River Rose. Comes complete with an original lullaby written and recorded by Kelly herself!
Tomorrow is the big day. River Rose is going to the zoo! She’s so excited she can’t fall asleep until her mom sings her a special lullaby. And like magic, three balloons
appear at her window to take River Rose on a nighttime ride to a place where she gets to slide in the snow with the penguins, play hopscotch with the hippos, and
dance with the bears. It’s the most amazing adventure ever -- made all the better when she wakes up safe and sound back at home, knowing that tomorrow she
gets to return again for real.
Grammy Award-winning singing sensation Kelly Clarkson brings her legendary talent to her debut picture book inspired by her daughter, River Rose. It comes
complete with an original lullaby written and performed by Kelly herself that’s available for free at www.hc.com/riverrose.
Kelly Clarkson is a Grammy award winning musician who hit the main stage as the first ever American Idol. Fourteen years, several
awards, and multiple platinum hits later, Kelly is still making great music. She lives in Nashville, TN with her husband and daughter, River
Rose.

Watch Kelly talk about her book!
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THE MAGIC WORD by Mac Barnett, illustrated by Elise Parsley
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016
A brilliant new picture book – with a hilarious spin on what a magic word really is – from bestselling stars Mac Barnett and Elise Parsley.
When Paxton C. Heymeyer’s babysitter tells him to say the magic word, she could never have imagined that would happen next would be a walrus running after her,
an elephant in the living room playing cards, and a full water park and moat in the front yard. And that is just the beginning! From the brilliant mind of Mac Barnett
and illustrated by rising star Elise Parlsey, comes this wildly clever cautionary tale of what the magic word really is…
STAR AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR: Mac Barnett is an award-winning, bestselling star in the children’s picture book world. He travels constantly across the country to
promote his books. And he is adored by booksellers and librarians. Elise Parsley is the New York Times best-selling illustrator of If You Ever Want to Bring an Alligator
to School, Don’t! This is the first book she is illustrating after her own.
QUIRKY STORYTELLING PERFECT FOR THIS MARKET: Perfect for fans of Dragons Love Tacos, The Day the Crayons Quit, Goodnight Already! and other picture books in
that vein. The Magic Word fits into this wheelhouse while feeling totally unique.
Mac Barnett is the New York Times bestselling author of many picture books, including Extra Yarn and Sam and Dave Dig a Hole, both illustrated by Jon Klassen and
both Caldecott Honor Award winners. He is also the author of bestselling The Terrible Two series with Jory John. You can visit him online at www.macbarnett.com.
Mac lives in Berkeley, California.
Elise Parsley is the bestselling author and illustrator of If You Ever Want to Bring an Alligator to School, Don’t!. She studied drawing and creative writing at Minnesota
State University Moorhead and more of her work can be found at www.eliseparsley.com. Elise and her husband live in Beresford, South Dakota.
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FOX AND THE JUMPING CONTEST by Corey R. Tabor
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/2016
Fox and the Jumping Contest is a funny, surprising picture book starring Fox, a lovable modern-day trickster character, and his animal friends, from debut authorillustrator Corey R. Tabor.
Fox really, really wants to win the jumping contest. He knows just where he will put that first-place trophy. The only problem? Fox is not a very good jumper. But he IS
a very good schemer…The irrepressible Fox (sort of) wins and (sort of) gets his comeuppance in this hilarious modern-day trickster tale.
BRILLIANT NEW TALENT: We are thrilled to be launching Corey R. Tabor’s career. His energetic, textured illustrations and understated, hilarious writing call to mind the
work of Oliver Jeffers, Dan Salmieri, and Peter Brown.
IRRESISTIBLE CHARACTERS: Corey’s characters are full of personality and completely relatable, especially the charming and mischievous Fox.
Corey R. Tabor is a skateboard-riding, beard-growing, book-devouring illustrator. He creates his illustrations with pencil and watercolor
and a dose of digital wizardry. Corey lives in Seattle with his lovely wife, and spends his time making pictures and stories, including Fox
and the Jumping Contest, his picture book debut. You can visit him online at www.coreyrtabor.com.
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I AM A STORY by Dan Yaccarino
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016
A celebration of storytelling – from the past to the present and beyond.
From cave drawings to the invention of the printing press, and to our digital age, discover how a story has changed and evolved from the past to
today. It has always been around, making us happy, sad, excited, or scared, and bringing people together. With simple text and delightful
illustrations, Dan Yaccarino reminds us of the power of the story.
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR: Dan Yaccarino’s work has been recognized with a host of prestigious awards including the Bologna
Ragazzi, The New York Times 10 Best Illustrated, ALA Notable and the Parents Choice Award.
TELL ME A STORY: Perfect for schools and libraries with its storytelling theme.
BOOKS ABOUT BOOKS: In the spirit of books such as It’s a Book by Lane Smith and Wild About Books by Judy Sierra, Dan has presented a unique
take on this beloved subject.
Dan Yaccarino is an internationally acclaimed author-illustrator with more than 30 children’s books to his credit, including Five Little Pumpkins,
Trashy Town, Unlovable, and The Fantastic Undersea Life of Jacques Cousteau.
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HOME AT LAST by Vera B. Williams, illustrated by Chris Raschka
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub date: 9/13/16
A poignant, timely, and universal picture book about fear, adoption, and the joy of fatherhood written by award-winning author Vera B. Williams and illustrated by Vera and two-time
Caldecott Medalist Chris Raschka.
After Lester is adopted from his foster home by Daddy Albert and Daddy Rich, he has a big problem—he cannot fall asleep in his new bed. Night after night he creeps into his parents’ room
and tries to crawl in between his two daddies, confident that if he’s with them nothing bad can get him. But every night, Lester’s dads wake up and walk him back to his own room, hoping
that eventually Lester will get used to the new house and his new family. They buy him a new bike and take him for strawberry ice cream. But no matter how happy Lester seems during the
day, every night he still makes the trek from his own room to his daddies’. It is their sweet dog Wincka who finally solves the problem when she climbs into Lester’s bed and promptly falls
asleep, serving as both his pillow and his guard throughout the night. Lester feels home at last. A heartfelt, universal, and important story about the power of family by two award-winning
picture book creators.
OUTSTANDING SALES: Vera Williams’s books have sold more than 3.5 million copies in all formats and languages. Chris Raschka’s books have sold more than 375,000 copies in all formats.
THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF FAMILY: Though Lester’s new family is untraditional, the universal themes of love, fear, and fatherhood create an accessible story about the different ways
to define family.
Vera B. Williams graduated from Black Mountain College in North Carolina with a degree in graphic art. Her first children’s book, It’s a Gingerbread House, was
published in 1978, and since then she has written and illustrated many award-winning and beloved books. Two of her books have been selected as New York
Times Best Illustrated Books and seven have been ALA Notable Books. Two have won Caldecott Honors; two, the Boston Globe-Horn Book Award; and two,
Boston Globe-Horn Book Honors. Vera B. Williams lived in New York City and Narrowsburg, New York.

Chris Raschka has illustrated more than 30 books for children. He was awarded the Caldecott Medal for The Hello, Goodbye Window and A Ball for Daisy, and
his 1994 book Yo! Yes? received a Caldecott Honor. He was also the U.S. nominee for the Hans Christian Andersen Medal in 2012. Chris Raschka lives in New
York City.
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DOG RULES by Jef Czekaj
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016
A hilariously interactive picture book that will have kids barking, growling…and chirping – but mostly laughing out loud. A companion to the popular Cat Secrets.
Two dogs must teach their new puppy to be a good dog. The puppy has to learn to growl . . . but it keeps tweeting. Roll over . . . but it eats worms . . .Will this puppy
ever learn the Dog Rules? In this hilarious, interactive companion to Cat Secrets, Jef Czekaj will have young readers laughing out loud on every page.
IDEAL FOR THE CURRENT MARKET: For fans of Dragons Love Tacos, Oliver Jeffers, and Mo Willems, this is a clever and silly interactive tale – irresistible for kids.
FOR DOG AND CAT LOVERS ALIKE: A bird in a baby bjorn? Come on – we dare you to keep a straight face!
COMPANION TO CAT SECRETS: Cat Secrets is a popular picture book that has sold well, made a number of state lists, and was an Indiebound pick. Dog Rules has all
the same terrific interactive elements in an even more charming story.
PERFECT FOR STORYTIME AND READING ALOUD: With the growling, barking, and rolling over that the read demands, this text is perfect for sharing with a group or
at bedtime.

Jef Czekaj is a cartoonist, children’s book author and illustrator, and underground DJ. His comic, Grampa and Julie: Shark Hunters, ran in
Nickelodeon Magazine for more than ten years. Jef’s other picture books include Austin, Lost in America; Cat Secrets; Oink-A-Doodle-Moo;
Hip and Hop, Don’t Stop!; and A Call for a New Alphabet. He lives in Somerville, Massachusetts. You can visit him online at
www.czekaj.com.
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CHRISTMAS IN THE BARN by Margaret Wise Brown, illustrated by Anna Dewdney
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/20/16
A reissue of the Margaret Wise Brown classic Christmas story, with art by New York Times bestselling illustrator Anna Dewdney.
When Christmas in the Barn was first published in 1952, it demonstrated all of Margaret Wise Brown’s mastery at skillfully fashioning a truly childlike interpretation of
the Nativity story. This beautiful full-color edition, with new art by bestselling illustrator Anna Dewdney, will delight generations of new readers.
COMEBACK TITLE: Originally published in 1952 with illustrations by Barbara Cooney, and then reillustrated by Diane Goode in 2007, this new edition of CHRISTMAS IN
THE BARN features a happy marriage between simple text and heartwarming illustrations by Anna Dewdney.
PERFECT HOLIDAY GIFT: With Margaret Wise Brown’s lyrical text combined with Anna Dewdney’s warm watercolors, this book is an ideal holiday gift for readers of all
ages.
Margaret Wise Brown, cherished for her unique ability to convey a child’s experience and perspective of the world, transformed the landscape of
children’s literature with such beloved classics as Goodnight Moon and The Runaway Bunny. Other perennial favorites by Ms. Brown include Nibble
Nibble; My World; Where Have You Been?; Christmas in the Barn; and Sneakers, the Seaside Cat.

Anna Dewdney is the bestselling author and illustrator of over 15 award-winning children’s books, most notably the Llama Llama series. Her stories
have been adapted into several theatre productions and have been translated into more than ten foreign languages. Anna grew up outside New York
City and has lived in Vermont since the early 1980s. Before writing and illustrating her own work, she illustrated several books for other writers.
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THE MOST PERFECT SNOWMAN by Chris Britt
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/2016
A heartwarming winter story about a quickly constructed and, just as quickly forgotten, snowman who dreams of being as finely-dressed as his neighbors…but when his
dream finally comes true he is faced with a character-defining decision – from celebrated cartoonist Chris Britt.
Drift was a very plain snowman. Every day he dreamed of wearing a stylish hat, scarf, and mittens just like the other snowmen – and most of all, having a pointy orange
carrot nose. Then, he knew, he would finally be perfect – and he would finally belong. Until one special, snowy day, Drift’s deepest dreams come true. But when dark clouds
roll in, and a terrible blizzard begins to blow, can Drift face giving up what he loves most, and become the most perfect snowman of all? From celebrated cartoonist Chris
Britt, The Most Perfect Snowman is a heartwarming winter story about kindness, friendship, and the importance of giving.
A MESSAGE OF KINDNESS AND GENEROSITY: Drift is a lonely snowman with big dreams—but when he’s faced with a difficult choice, to help another by giving up something
he loves, Drift makes the right decision to help his new friend. Think, THE GIVING TREE with a snowman!
A DELIGHTFUL NEW SNOWMAN CHARACTER: Sweet, enthusiastic, and incredibly charming, Drift is appealingly childlike—which young readers will relate to! His journey
from a lonely snowman to a kind and generous friend is lovely and touching.
A TALE WITH A CLASSIC FEEL: This classic and charming winter tale recalls childhood favorites like THE SNOWY DAY, THE MITTEN, and THE SNOWMAN. Perfect for holiday
themed reading.
Chris Britt has been telling stories and illustrating since he was a small boy. His cartoons are syndicated by over 200 newspaper clients nationally and internationally and have
been appeared in Newsweek, Time Magazine, The New York Times, The Washington Post, and USA Today, as well as aired on CNN’s Inside Politics, MSNBC, Fox News, and
ABC’s Good Morning America. Chris lives in foggy and soggy Tacoma, Washington, where he writes and draws. For more on Chris, please visit his website at
www.cbrittoon.com.
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WONDERFALL by Michael Hall
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016
This beautiful and informative picture book by the New York Times bestselling creator of My Heart Is Like a Zoo and Red: A Crayon’s Story follows a single tree through
the fall season. A great read-aloud for home and the classroom.
Wonderfall follows the story of a single tree through the changing of the seasons from fall to winter. People, animals, and vehicles pass in front of the tree, celebrating
holidays, playing in the leaves, building nests. Using wordplay and humor (thankFALL, plentiFALL), Hall shares a beautiful exploration of nature and seasonal changes. A
gorgeous new picture book from the author/illustrator of My Heart Is Like a Zoo and Red: A Crayon’s Story .
BEAUTIFALL COLLAGE ART: Michael Hall uses paint, cut paper, and a computer to assemble these stunning illustrations.
FEATURES SEASONAL CONCEPTS: The unique and clever text encourages wordplay and is great for reading aloud. Both text and illustrations introduce concepts such as
being thankful, helpful, resourceful, and feeling wistful.
WONDERFALL DETAILS THROUGHOUT: The animals featured in the book include squirrels, foxes, owls, deer, raccoons, ducks, geese, and songbirds

Michael Hall is an award-winning designer whose work has been widely recognized for its simple and engaging approach. He studied
biochemistry and psychology at the University of Michigan and worked in biomedical research for several years before becoming a
designer. He is the creator of the New York Times bestselling My Heart Is like a Zoo and the acclaimed Perfect Square,, Cat Tale and It’s an
Orange Aardvark! He is also the creative director of the Hall Kelley design firm. He lives with his family in St. Paul, Minnesota. You can
reach him online at www.michaelhallstudio.com.
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THE PRINCESS AND THE FROGS by Veronica Bartles, illustrated by Sara Palacios
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 11/2016
A delightful fractured fairy tale inspired by The Frog Prince, about a princess who only wants a pet frog – but keeps getting pesky princes, instead, from debut picture book author
Veronica Bartles and illustrator Sara Palacios.
Once upon a time there was a princess named Cassandra who had everything she could ever wish for…except a pet frog to be her best friend. So when the Royal Pet Handler finds
her the perfect little green frog with bumpy brown spots, Cassandra could not be happier. Until she gives her friend a good night kiss and-WHOOSH!-he turns into a prince! But
princes are not pets. Cassandra wants a frog! Soon her castle is overflowing with princes, and if Cassandra does not find a way to fix the situation, her overcrowded castle might
burst at the seams – and she may never have a frog of her own. The Princess and the Frogs is a delightfully funny reinvention of the classic fairy tale The Frog Prince, from author
Veronica Bartles and illustrator Sara Palacios.
A TWIST ON A CLASSIC: The Princess and the Frogs is a clever, hilarious retelling of The Frog Prince, with surprising and funny twists and turns. Perfect for fans of Goldilocks and the
Three Dinosaurs and The True Story of the Three Little Pigs.
A RELATABLE PRINCESS: Cassandra may be a princess, but she’s also just a little girl who desperately wants a pet to call hers—just like many other girls! With her spunky glasses
and quirky style, Cassandra is a relatable and totally lovable heroine.

Veronica Bartles grew up in Wyoming and currently lives in New Mexico with her family. When Veronica’s not writing or lost in the pages of her newest favorite book, she enjoys
creating delicious desserts, exploring new places, and knitting with recycled materials. She is also the author of the novel Twelve Steps. You can find her online at
http://vbartles.com/index.htm.
Sara Palacios is the recipient of the 2012 Pura Belpré Illustrator Honor for her work on Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match/Marisol McDonald no combina (Children’s Book Press,
2011). A native of Mexico, Sara graduated from the National Institute of Fine Arts in Mexico City with a degree in Digital Graphic Techniques and went on to earn BFA and MFA
degrees in Illustration from the Academy of Art University in San Francisco. She works with a variety of media such as collage, ink, and digital artwork. She is also the illustrator of
Lola Knows A lot. She can be found online at www.sarapalaciosillustrations.com.
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THE FIX-IT MAN by Susan Hood, illustrated by Arree Chung
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016
Fix-it man Joshua James solves even the stinkiest of problems in this clever read aloud.
Meet Joshua James, the fix-it man. If he cannot fix it, no one can! Until . . . CLATTER! CLANG! CRASH! OH NO! When a stinky problem arises, Joshua James
takes matters into his own hands with a little help from his younger sister, Sophie. This playful and imaginative story from Susan Hood and Arree Chung is sure
to inspire young inventors everywhere.
INSPIRING MESSAGE: Perfect for helping young readers learn different problem-solving techniques, The Fix-It Man teaches that some things just cannot be fixed
– and that is okay!
FUN READ-ALOUD: Susan Hood’s playful rhyming text will have kids (and adults) wanting to read this book over and over, making it perfect for storytime.
Susan Hood is the author of more than 200 children’s books including Leaps and Bounce and Rooting for You (both illustrated by Matthew Cordell); Ada’s Violin:
The Story of the Recycled Orchestra of Paraguay (illustrated by Sally Wern Comport); and Mission: Back to School (with art by Mary Lundquist), among many
others. She has worked as an editor for Nick Jr., Sesame Street, and Scholastic and when not writing, she enjoys fixing up her old house and sailboats with her
husband – the original Fix-It Man! Visit susanhoodbooks.com.
Arree Chung is a maker, which means he breaks a lot of things before putting them back together again. He is the author and illustrator of Ninja! and a founding
member of Live in a Story, a wall decor company that adds the magic of picture books to walls. When he is not dreaming up stories or ideas for businesses, you
can find him riding his bike or playing basketball. Find Arree online at: arree.com and liveinastory.com.
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MERVIN THE SLOTH IS ABOUT TO DO THE BEST THING IN THE WORLD by Colleen AF Venable, illustrated by Ruth Chan
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016

Book 1 of 2

Mervin the Sloth is here, and he is about the do the Best Thing Ever . . . hug his best friend! A hilarious picture book with a truly unforgettable cast of characters that will appeal to
fans of Z is for Moose.

In this hilarious debut picture book, Mervin the Sloth stands silently as giant block letters, reading “Mervin the Sloth is about the do the best thing in the world!”, fall from the sky.
What is the best thing in the world? All the animals have their own ideas – flying, digging, ‘gazelling’ (which is not even a word!). But when Mervin is too slow, all the animals get
bored and walk away. Everyone, that is, except for Mervin’s best friend, Amy the Red Panda, who is rewarded with a great big hug (the best thing in the world). Colleen Venable
and Ruth Chan have created a funny and utterly charming story that will have kids and parents alike laughing as they try to guess what is the best thing in the world.
FANTASTIC ARTWORK: Ruth Chan has created vibrant and distinctive artwork and animals chock-full of personality on a simple background.
A GREAT READ-ALOUD: With a large cast of animals shouting their suggestions to Mervin, this book lends itself perfectly to parent-child interaction.
A STORY OF FRIENDSHIP: In the end, the best thing in the world isn’t flying or digging or going to the moon. It is something as simple as giving your best friend a hug.

Colleen A.F. Venable is the author of the Pet Shop Private Eye graphic novels and has designed many books for children. She grew up in Walden, New York, and
attended Wagner College, where she majored in English and studio art. She has worked for First Second, Roaring Brook Press, and the Children’s Book Council
and currently works as an associate art director for Workman Publishing. Mervin the Sloth is her first picture book.
Ruth Chan studied art and education at Wellesley College and the Harvard Graduate School of Education, and spent a decade working with kids in schools in
Boston, D.C., and NYC. Her first book, Where’s the Party?, will be published by Roaring Brook Press in April, 2016.
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NOT QUITE BLACK AND WHITE by Jonathan Ying, illustrated by Victoria Ying
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016

Book 1 of 4

Silly animals star in this charming picture book that introduces colors in a unique and catchy way.
A zebra wearing pink polka dots? A penguin with bright yellow boots? Young picture book fans will delight as they discover all the colors on these silly animals that
aren’t quite black and white!
GREAT READ-ALOUD: The simple rhyming text is perfect for the youngest picture book audience.
ARTISTIC TALENT: Victoria’s whimsical art brings these adorable black and white animals to life. The pop of color on each page is a fun way to introduce children to
colors—and animals.
NOT QUITE FINISHED: We have three more books in this young picture book series. The next book will focus on sounds.

Jonathan Ying was born in 1989. At some point an adult let him get ahold of a pen and the rest was history. A steady diet of cartoons, comics, and fantasy novels
resulted in an author and game designer who currently resides in Minnesota. Visit him at http://www.jonathanying.com.
Victoria Ying is an illustrator with a background in animation art. She lives in Los Angeles with her friendly black and white cat, Boots, who also enjoys fancy hats. Visit
her online at www.victoriaying.com.
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Book 1

OFFICER PANDA: SKY DETECTIVE by Ashley Crowley
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/2016

Book 2 of 2

Officer Panda solves another curious case with a surprising twist!
Officer Panda is back and ready for takeoff! When he finds some strange clues on the police helicopter runway, he takes flight to solve the case. Confetti, a
balloon, mysterious packages...could there be a surprise in store for Officer Panda? Find out in this follow up to Officer Panda: Fingerprint Detective.
APPEALING ART: Author-illustrator Ashley Crowley’s charming illustrations are reminiscent of the work of artists like Oliver Jeffers.
WINNING COMBINATION: With its lovable main character and fun vehicle hook, this book will appeal to boys and girls alike.
Ashley Crowley’s earliest memories of the police force were visiting his uncle’s police station and having his fingerprints taken,
visiting the cells, and playing in the police cars. Although he received his BA in graphic design and worked in London at Arena and GQ
magazines as a junior designer, he eventually pursued a career as a police officer just like Officer Panda. However, his passion for art
has never subsided, and he recently earned his MA in children’s book illustration at Cambridge School of Art. Ashley now lives in
beautiful Suffolk, United Kingdom, with his little boy, Frankie. You can visit him at www.ashleycrowley.com.
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DRAGONS FROM MARS by Deborah Aronson, illustrated by Colin Jack
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/2016
Two dragons pack their bags and leave their home on Mars for an action-packed trip to earth.

In this book, a boy named Nathaniel loves dragons – a ton! So he sends them an email and says, just for fun, “To the dragons on Mars, I think you’re the best!
Would you like to see Earth and stay as my guest?” Will the dragons receive it? Do you think they’ll reply? And what if the dragons decide to stop by... This fun, silly
Seussian picture book about dragons that come to Earth to visit a little boy will have readers laughing on every page.
POPULAR TOPIC: With the success of Dragons Love Tacos and Puff, the Magic Dragon, we know dragons are a popular topic.
ARTISTIC TALENT: Colin Jack’s colorful illustrations and comical expressions bring this lively text to life and are full of child-appeal.
FUN READ-ALOUD: The rhyming text provides lots of humor and, paired with the fun artwork, is sure to be a book that can be read over and over.
Deborah Aronson is a prolific writer of stories in rhyme. She is a retired social worker and lives with her husband in Bloomfield, Michigan. Her first book, Where’s
My Tushy?, was published in 2014.
Colin Jack has illustrated of several books for children, including the Galaxy Zack series, Toads on Toast, and If You Happen to Have a Dinosaur. He also works as a
story artist and character designer at Dreamworks. He lives in California with his wife and two kids. Follow Colin on Twitter @colinjack8.
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SHAKESPEARE RETOLD by E. Nesbit, illustrated by Antonio Javier Caparo
128 pages, Ages 6 to 10, Pub 9/2016
A beautifully illustrated collection of E. Nesbit’s prose retellings of seven Shakespeare plays, scheduled to coincide with the 400th anniversary of William Shakespeare’s death.
A beautifully illustrated collection of E. Nesbit’s prose retellings of seven Shakespeare plays. The book also includes extensive support materials, including a biography of the
Bard himself, a timeline of his life, and further recommended readings. Children will love this mix of tragedies and comedies, and the accessible language makes it easier for
them to understand. In this volume, you will find: Romeo and Juliet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Twelfth Night, Hamlet, Macbeth, The Tempest, and Much Ado About
Nothing.
SUPPORT MATERIALS: Includes a biography of William Shakespeare, a timeline of his life, further recommended reading, and a guide on how to make Shakespeare fun for
kids.
CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT: Heartfelt introduction by John Lithgow on his own childhood as a Shakespearean actor and how it influenced his future career, as well as the
importance of Shakespeare in his own life.
SEASONAL: Scheduled for the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death, this book will be a beautiful classic.
E. Nesbit was an English author and poet who wrote many books of fiction for children, including celebrated classics such as The Railway Children, The Enchanted Castle, and
Five Children and It. Considered by many as the first modern writer for children, E. Nesbit is credited with creating the children’s adventure story.
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WORDS by Christoph Niemann
352 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/2016
Internationally renowned designer Christoph Niemann challenges readers to picture this! 300 key words from the Fry list of sight words are paired with striking illustrations to
deepen understanding, enrich, and enlighten those learning to read and write English, whether they be children or adults.

This compilation of 300 key words from Dr. Edward Fry’s list of 1000 sight words encourages reading, fuels the imagination, and offers hours of decoding fun. Christoph Niemann
has illustrated each word with a picture that challenges new readers to make connections and puzzle out meaning in a playful way. Homophones and an assortment of crazy fun
words are also included to delineate the twenty-five sections of the book. This is an excellent, original, and exuberant teaching tool for parents as well as elementary school
teachers, and it will also be useful for ESL programs. The physical beauty of the book makes it a great gift for anyone interested in design. Is it a dictionary? Well, yes, but one full of
poetry, puzzles, and fun!
Dr. Edward Fry (1925–2010) invented the Fry Readability Graph, which is a widely used tool for assessing the readability level of almost any type of reading material. The Fry list of
instant words (English words that readers need to know instantly because they are so common) is a standard resource for reading teachers in the US. The first 300 words on this list
make up about 65% of all written material.
BOLD, INVITING ART AND DESIGN: Christoph Niemann’s graphic style is appealing and accessible and unlike anything else in the market
PERFECT FOR TEACHERS: Dr. Fry’s list of 1000 words is a popular learning tool and resource for elementary school teachers as well as ESL teachers
After completing his studies at the Stuttgart Academy of Fine Arts, Christoph Niemann moved to New York City, where he worked as an illustrator, animator, and
graphic designer. In a starred review, Publishers Weekly called Niemann’s third children’s book, The Pet Dragon ,“ingenious.” In his popular New York Times blog,
Abstract City, Niemann explores the mysteries of urban life through personal stories and mixed-media artwork. Christoph Niemann lives in Berlin, Germany, with
his wife and sons, and has a studio in Brooklyn, New York.
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FIVE LITTLE ELVES illustrated by Dan Yaccarino
16 pages, Ages 0 to 4, Pub 9/2016

PRISSY AND POP DECK THE HALLS by Melissa Nicholson
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016

Celebrate the season with Santa’s little helpers! The classic nursery
rhyme – with a new holiday twist!

Deck the halls with Instagram sensations Prissy and Pop in their second
photographic picture book adventure!

Five little elves spend Christmas Eve loading up a big sleigh with
presents, all to help the man in red – Santa Claus! Children will love
Dan Yaccarino’s latest take on a classic nursery rhyme in this playful
holiday board book.

It is Christmas time! Prissy and Pop know just what to do – after all,
they have a Christmas tradition. Prissy sings the carols, Pop bakes the
cookies. But Pop wants to shake things up this year – he wants to sing
the carols. Will these two little piggies find a way to start a new
tradition they both love?

Dan Yaccarino is an award-winning artist whose work has been featured
in magazines, ad campaigns, and animation worldwide. His large-scale
paintings and sculptures have been exhibited in New York, Tokyo, and
Rome. Dan has illustrated many children’s books including I Met a Bear
and So Big! His television show Oswald the Octopus airs on Nick Jr. He
lives in New York City with his wife and their two children.
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Melissa Nicholson graduated from The University of Alabama and is a
first grade teacher at the prestigious The Bolles School in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Florida. Since adopting her two micro pigs, Priscilla and
Poppleton, she has documented their exciting life in North Florida on
the Instagram account @Prissy_Pig, which now has over 500K
followers. She has also established their own online store that features
everything from baby onesies to coffee mugs to cellphone cases, which
you can visit at www.theprissyandpopshop.spreadshirt.com.

CLARK THE SHARK LOVES CHRISTMAS by Bruce Hale, illustrated
by Guy Francis
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016
Clark the Shark is excited about his class’ Secret Santa celebration,
but what will happen when he becomes so wrapped up in what he
is going to get that he forgets to give?
Clark the Shark loves Christmas more than anyone! When Clark’s
class organizes a Secret Santa exchange, Clark decides to find out
who will be giving him a present…and forgets to get a present for
his Secret Santa! What will happen on the day of the gift
exchange? Will Clark learn about Christmas giving?
Bruce Hale has written and illustrated over thirty books for kids,
including the Clark the Shark picture book series; the awardwinning Chet Gecko Mystery series; Snoring Beauty, one of Oprah’s
Recommended Reads for Kids; and the School for S.P.I.E.S. series.
In his free time, Bruce enjoys hiking, watching movies, and making
music. He lives in Santa Barbara, California, with his wife, dog, and
many hats. You can catch him online at www.brucehale.com.
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DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR: FIRST VALENTINE'S DAY by Syd Hoff
24 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 12/2016
Beloved characters Danny and the Dinosaur are reunited in this
Valentines Day adventure, complete with stickers, a poster, and
perf-out valentines.
Dinosaur has never celebrated Valentine’s Day before! Follow Danny
and the Dinosaur as they try to figure who is behind a mysterious
Valentine.
Syd Hoff has given much pleasure to children everywhere as the
author and illustrator of numerous children’s books, including the
favorite I Can Read books Sammy the Seal, The Horse in Harry’s
Room, and the Danny and the Dinosaur books. Born and raised in
New York City, he studied at the National Academy of Design. His
cartoons were a regular feature in The New Yorker after he sold his
first cartoon to that magazine at the age of 18. His work also
appeared in many other magazines, including Esquire and The
Saturday Evening Post, and in a nationally syndicated daily feature.
You can find out more about Syd Hoff and his work at
www.sydhoff.org.

FLOOD WARNING by Katharine Kenah illustrated by Amy SchimlerSafford
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/2016

A new Level Two picture book in the award-winning Let’s-Read-andFind-Out series that’s all about heavy rains and floods.
You are lying in bed listening to the soft sound of rain. It has been
coming down for hours. Now something is changing. The rain sounds
harder and louder, and there is water running down the roads, which
looks like a small river. What is happening? You are hearing and
seeing the start of a flood. Read and find out about the different
types of floods, how they start, and how to stay safe.

Katharine Kenah grew up in a small house on Lamont Geological
Observatory in New York, around scientists studying the earth and
oceans. She planned to be a vet, but was drawn to the sea. After
working on oceanographic ships, Kate started to write for children.
She is the author of thirty-two books, including numerous books
about the natural world, as well as the popular Best Seat in Second
Grade I Can Read, which features a trip to the science museum! She
lives with her family in Granville, Ohio.
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BUDDY FOR PRESIDENT by Hans Wilhelm
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 7/2016
Hunter knows that his dog Buddy will make the best president ever,
so he starts a campaign – vote for Buddy!
Buddy is the best dog in the whole world. That is why his boy Hunter
thinks he should be our next president! He loves the great outdoors,
he believes in sharing and helping others, and he is a natural-born
leader. He has everything you would want in a great president. So
vote for Buddy!
With over 42 million books in print, Hans Wilhelm is one of America’s
foremost author-illustrators of children’s books. Many of his two
hundred books have been translated into more than thirty languages
and have become successful animated television series that are
enjoyed by children all over the world. His books have won
numerous international awards and prizes, and his work can be
found in the permanent collections of the Mazza Museum of Art, the
Dodd Center at the University of Connecticut, and many more.
Please visit Hans Wilhelm’s website, www.hanswilhelm.com.

JOYOUS BLOOMS TO COLOR by Eleri Fowler
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 2/2016
You will be swept away Joyous Blooms To Color’s delicate and enchanting depictions
of nature. With beautiful black-and-white line art, the images are ready to be brought
to colorful life!
You will wander along a garden path as you turn the pages of this 96-page coloring
book. Inspirational quotes from some of your favorite writers, like Emily Dickinson’s
“Bring me the sunset in a cup,” will feature prominently in the beautiful, delicate
designs-to-color. From landscapes of weeping willows in the breeze to patterns of
bees and blossoms, all are waiting for your creative touch. The interior contains
black-and-white line art, printed on heavy stock, perfect for coloring.
Published by HC Czech Republic, Japan, and Poland
MY MOTHER, MY HEART by Eleri Fowler
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 3/2016
My Mother, My Heart is a coloring book that captures the joy and tenderness of a
mother’s love. With beautiful black-and-white line art, the images are ready to be
brought to colorful life!
Celebrate mom with this beautiful 96-page coloring book. Quotes about the
compassion and nurturing of mothers will feature prominently in the beautiful,
delicate designs-to-color. Just like in Joyous Blooms to Color and Christmas to Color,
the pages will be a mix of scenes and related patterns, some set with shapes and
mandalas. There will be a distinctive cover, printing on uncoated stock with specs.
The interior is black-and-white on heavy stock, perfect for coloring.
THANKFULNESS TO COLOR
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 9/2016

WISE WORDS TO COLOR by Zoe Ingram
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 4/2016

Thankfulness to Color is a coloring book filled with inspirational quotes from classic
authors, guaranteed to inspire and relax.

Wise Words to Color is a coloring book filled with inspirational quotes from classic
authors, guaranteed to inspire and relax anyone, from recent grad to quote-lover.

WORDS OF LOVE TO COLOR by Eleri Fowler
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 12/2016
You will be enchanted by Words of Love to Color’s intricate patterns, paired with
romantic quotes-to-color, all ready to be brought to colorful life!
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Wise Words to Color offers a variety of Instagram-ready quotations and designs-tocolor guaranteed to inspire. With advice from classic authors including Emily
Dickinson and Walt Whitman, this book is a keepsake just waiting for your creative
touch. Printed on heavy stock with intricate black-and-white interiors, and a
distinctive uncoated cover with specs, this book is a beautiful gift-or a pick-me-up for
yourself!

MARY ENGELBREIT’S COLOR ME COLORING BOOK by Mary Engelbreit
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 12/2015
With all of the warmth and charm of Mary Engelbreit’s beloved books, the Color ME coloring
book will make an artist out of YOU!

MARY ENGELBREIT’S COLOR ME TOO by Mary Engelbreit
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 5/2016
Fans of Mary Engelbreit will get a chance to put their own touch on the New York Times
bestseller’s artwork in this coloring book for all ages.
Continuing the success of the bestselling Color ME Coloring Book the renowned artist has
returned to the drawing board and created a whole new book of illustrations to color. With 48
original pieces of black-and-white line art, each printed on a one-sided page with perforation for
easy removal, this coloring book will give fans hours of fun and creativity. Whether enjoying the
great outdoors or curled up inside on a rainy day, Color ME Too is full of possibilities. To make it
perfect for scrapbooking, framing, and fridge-hanging, we were sure to use heavy stock that can
hold the ink of marker. And its full-color glossy cover will make it the perfect collectible for
“dye”-hard Mary Engelbreit fans!
MARY ENGELBREIT’S COLOR ME CHRISTMAS by Mary Engelbreit
Ages 4 and up, 96 pages, Pub 10/2016
Fans of Mary Engelbreit can spread the Christmas cheer in this holiday-infused coloring book!
Whether decorating the tree or waiting up for Santa on Christmas Eve, fans will be decking the
halls with their festive creations from Mary Engelbreit’s latest coloring book, Color ME Christmas.
In her third coloring book to date, Mary has created 48 black-and-white drawings, each printed
one-sided with perforation for easy removal, and all guaranteed to provide hours of yuletide fun!
As with Mary’s other coloring books, we made sure to use heavy stock, so fans can unleash the
color of Christmas without worrying about pesky marker bleed. From workshop elves to joyful
reindeer, these illustrations will add just the right touch to your Christmas decorations and
personal scrapbooks.

Mary Engelbreit grew up studying the illustrations in the vintage storybooks
of her mother’s own childhood, and she developed a unique style that
harkens back to those simpler times. She has authored and illustrated several
New York Times bestselling titles, including The Night Before Christmas, Mary
Engelbreit’s Mother Goose, and Mary Engelbreit’s A Merry Little Christmas.
Mary’s distinctive images have made her a celebrity to millions. Her designs
can be found on gift items, calendars, books, fabrics, and more. Visit
www.maryengelbreit.com to learn more about her large body of work.
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OTTER: HELLO, SEA FRIENDS! by Sam Garton
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 10/4/16

ITTY BITTY KITTY: FIREHOUSE FUN by Holub, Joan
illustrated by Burks, James
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016

AMELIA BEDELIA TAKES THE CAKE by Herman
Parish, Herman illustrated by Lynne Avril
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016

Otter – the curious, charming, playful, internetfamous picture book character, a la Olivia – visits
the aquarium in this I Can Read.

Meet Ava and her pet-an enormous kitten named
Itty Bitty Kitty.

Hi! I am Otter. Otter Keeper is taking me and
Teddy on a trip to visit sea friends! I am going to
meet all the animals that live in the ocean. I
wonder which one will be my favorite….

Joan Holub has written and/or illustrated over 130
children’s books, including the Ant Hill series, and
she is the co-author of the Goddess Girls series
with Suzanne Williams.

Amelia Bedelia has been loved by readers for fifty
years. And it turns out that her childhood is full of
silly mix-ups, too! The star of the best-selling
picture book series now has her own Level 1 I Can
Read! series. Amelia Bedelia and her family
throw a yard sale where everything must
go...including the yard!

Sam Garton began writing and illustrating stories
about Otter and her world on the blog “I Am Otter:
The Unheard Ramblings of a Modern-Day
Domestic Otter” in 2009. Sam lives in London. He
met a real otter once. It bit him. You can visit Otter
at www.iamotter.co.uk.
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Herman Parish was in the fourth grade when his
aunt, Peggy Parish, created Amelia Bedelia, the
literal-minded housekeeper. Peggy wrote twelve
books in the series before she passed away in
1988. The interest of educators and the
enthusiasm of young readers prompted Herman to
c. ontinue the character in 1995 with his first book,
Good Driving, Amelia Bedelia. Since then, Herman
has added more than thirty books to the series.
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Pete the Cat Rights Sold: Catalan, Chinese Complex, Chinese
Simplified, French, Galician, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Russian, Spanish, Turkish, UK/ANZ
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Splat the Cat Rights Sold: Brazil, Catalan, Chinese Complex, Chinese Simplified, Finnish,
French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Indonesian, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish,
Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Ukrainian, UK/ANZ
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Pinkalicious Rights Sold: Chinese Simplified, French Canadian, Indonesian,
Korean, Portuguese, Turkish, UK/ANZ, Vietnamese
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Fancy Nancy Rights Sold: Brazil, Bulgarian, Chinese Simplified, Croatian, Dutch,
French, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Korean, Latvian, Norwegian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Spanish, Turkish, UK/ANZ

PICTURE BOOK
UK/ANZ ONLY

THE CRANKY BALLERINA by Elise Gravel
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

Here is a picture book chock full of real emotion. Ada hates ballet more than anything – but she still goes to class. “Arabesques are Grotesque!” Ada solves
her problem in the funniest and accidental way. Stylish, clever, and subversive –our second picture book with Elise Gravel is perfect for children who want
their feelings understood.
In her adorable pink tutu and her formidable frown, Ada looks like a frustrated Peanuts character. Lovable on the outside, raw and stubborn inside – she hates
ballet. Stretch! She kicks. Twirl! She swats. Jump! She flops. “Ballet stinks!” Ada says. In an emotionally honest and cleverly subversive picture book about a
girl who must discover what she does not like in order to find what she does, Elise Gravel shows her brilliance for demonstrating compassion – and wisdom in
understanding children.
FANS OF LILLY AND LOLA AND FRANCES WILL LOVE ADA!: Following in the footsteps of Kevin Henkes, Lauren Child, and the Hobans, Ada is another plucky girl
with strong opinions about everything!
THE ANTI-GIRLY GIRL BOOK: Ballet, tutus, and pink are great—except when they’re not. This is the book for kids who break the mold.
Elise Gravel is the author/illustrator of I Want a Monster, Adopt a Glurb! and the Disgusting Creatures series. Elise lives in Montreal, Canada,
with her husband, two daughters, and two cranky cats. Find her online at www.elisegravel.com or on Twitter @elisegravel
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Translation rights held by:
Painted Words

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT YOU by Susan Farrington
32 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 12/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY

What I Love About You is a sweet and funny “I love you” picture book full of mixed media artwork – perfect for fans of Lois Ehlert and Eric Carle.
Do you know what I love? When you smile. When you hold my hand. And when you are brave enough to let go. There are a million special things . . . all the things I
love – about you! A tender picture book about all the special and unexpected moments between parents and their children, from acclaimed artist Susan Farrington.
A BRILLIANT DEBUT: Susan is the illustrator of the monster posters that were seen in New York subway cars for more than a year. With an incredibly charming and
classic text, this debut is sure to have people paying attention.
STUNNING MIXED MEDIA ART: Fans of Eric Carle and Lois Ehlert will be thrilled to discover this gorgeous, fresh debut.
PERFECT FOR VALENTINE’S DAY: While the book’s message is universal, the art shows a parent and a child. We will be publishing this in time for Valentine’s and
Mother’s Day promotions.
Susan Farrington is an award-winning illustrator whose work has appeared in hundreds of magazines, books, and newspapers. She was commissioned by the MTA Arts
for Transit and Urban Design program to create a poster that was displayed in trains in New York City through 2014. Her art has been recognized in American
Illustration, 3x3, Print, and Communication Arts magazines and is part of the permanent collection of the New York Museum of Transportation. She lives with her
family in Massachusetts. You can visit her at www. susanfarrington.com.
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Translation rights held by:
DeFiore & Company

CHARLIE PIECHART AND THE CASE OF THE MISSING HAT by Marilyn Sadler, illustrated by Eric Comstock
40 pages, Ages 4 to 8, Pub 9/2016

UK/ANZ ONLY
Book 2 of 2

Charlie Piechart and Watson are back in their second colorful picture-book mystery for young mathematicians. Instead of a missing slice of pizza, it’s a cone-shaped
princess hat for the school play! ”It’s an emergency, Charlie!” Instead of fractions, the focus is geometry – and Marilyn Sadler and Eric Comstock are better than ever.
Charlie Piechart’s friend Margot is in a panic – she has lost her hat. “Charlie! Help! It’s a princess hat-purple and cone shaped. I need it for tonight’s play!” With Watson
along, Charlie searches for clues in some of the most wonderfully colorful and shape-filled rooms any school has ever seen. The duo find lots of shapes and clues; they
visit not only the teachers lounge, but they search for clues in the auditorium – where they meet some mushrooms (semi-circles and cylinders!) and the sun (a circle!)
but it is Watson who has a hunch that the hat is being launched outside by the science club – on top of a rocket! Everyone runs to save the hat from shooting into
space – but can they do it before the play begins? Their manic search around the school, the opportunities to notice and visualize shapes, the witty repartee, and retro
design all add up to a visual treat that readers and young math enthusiasts will adore.

Marilyn Sadler has written over 35 books including the PJ Funnybunny books and the books about Alistair. She also received an Emmy nomination for her animated
series, Handy Mandy. Marilyn lives in Ohio, where she loves to read mystery novels, bake pizza for her friends, and solve math problems. Find her online at
www.marilynsadler.net.
Eric Comstock was previously an art director in advertising. Charlie Piechart and the Case of the Missing Pizza Slice was his first book. He lives Austin, Texas with his wife,
four kids, and a dog. Find him online at www.ericcomstock.us.
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Translation rights held by:
Painted Words
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